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THE RHODESIAN FRONT'S THREATS that economic destruction of Rhodesia
by Commonwealth sanctions would also mean the total economic destruction
of Zambia have been hurled back at them by President Kaunda. He has told
the Zambian people: .. It is the duty of every Zambian to stand up against
such forces and fight':

His role is that of the hostage who has to choose between making a
desperate attack on his captor and being shot in the back.

Coal, power and transport make landlocked Zambia Rhodesia's prisoner,
a position which Zambia has long tried to change with the help of her
friends.

Two-thirds of these ties could have been cut if the World Bank had not
stalled last year on finding the £50 millions needed to link Zambia with
Tanzania by rail. This would have enab\ed Zambia's 600,000 tons of copper
annually to have found an outlet other than through colonial Rhodesia and
Mozambique. It would also have made possible the development of T anzanialf
large coal deposits in the Galula and Ruhuhu areas on the eastern shores of
Lake Malawi, helping to replace the 1.1 million tons of Wankie coal Zambia
takes annually from Rhodesia.

Even before the Rhodesia Front's election-time threats the need for a
Tanzanian rail link was pressing. Rhodesia was already asking Zambia to
renegotiate the Rhodesian Railways Agreement of 1964, we learn from
Salisbury. At that time the request seemed less like a bargaining counter
than evidence of Rhodesia's purpose to free herself of the restriction on new
lines and on the requirement to carry Zambia's copper to Beira. Mr. Smith's
post-election talk of speeding up negotiations for independence has been less
belligerent than before, but his election triumph has increased the likelihood
that he will threaten his Zambian hostage.

IT HAS GENERALLY BEEN FELT that the World Bank's report last year was
completely inadequate for the purpose of raising finance for the rail link,
and the governments of Zambia and Tanzania have very recently set up an
intergovernmental committee charged with the task of commissioning.
a further combined economic and engineering study. The crucial question is,
of course, who is to pay the £50 millions.

During his recent visit to Peking, President Nyerere perhaps as a result of
pressure at home, asked the Chinese if they were interested in bUilding the
railway. When they surprisingly replied that they were, Zambian reaction
was decidedly negative. Foreign Minister Simon Kapwepwe flew to
Dar es Salaam to say that Zambia was most opposed to this.

Yet such help must be found, the cost being too great a burden for
Tanzania and Zambia if the finance is to be found in commercial circles.

Zambia and Tanzania would obviously want an international consortium
to come forward with a suitable offer of aid and soft loans. If the nations who
could support such a project do not do so, and such a consortium does not
appear, how will the rail link be built?

Even without UDI Rhodesia may continue to press for renegotiation of the
Rail Agreement though to cancel it would be to act illegally since such an
issue would affect Rhodesia's foreign policy which is still, technically
speaking, controlled by Britain.

With UDI the link will become as vital to Zambia as the air lift was to
West Berlin. Failure to provide it might destroy Zambia as effectively
as it would destroy the remains of her Western friends' credit among the
unaligned nations of the world. But perhaps Zambia might yet be saved if
the rail link is financed from elsewhere.

At worst Zambian reaction to what President Kuanda has already called
Rhodesia's threat of "wanton aggression" could bring a step nearer the race
war for which much of Western policy seems to be preparing central and
southern Africa.
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Statement by HE. M. Achkar Marof
(Guinea), Chairman of the United
Nations Special Committee on the
Policies of Apartheid of the Govern
mellt of the Republic of South Africa
at the 57th meetin/J on 7th April 1965,
on executions in South Africa.

TUDAY WE MOURN THE EXECUTION by
the authorities of Pretoria of two South
Africans for acts or alleged acts arising
from their opposition to the inhuman
policies of apartheid.

As the Acting Chairman informed
the Committee at the last meeting, we
have received information that Mr.
Washington Bongco was secretly exe·
cuted early in February without any
news in the South African press.

Mr. Washington Bongw, a news
paper vendor, was found "guilty" of
being a member of the regional com
mittee of the African National Congress
in East London. of being the volunteer
in-chief of the regional committee, ot
soliciting funds for the organisation ..
and of engaging in acts of sabotage.

Sentencing him to death on March
23rd, 1964, in Queenstown, Mr. Justice
Cloete denounced this "dreadful or
ganisation" to which Mr. Bongco be
longed. (Cape Times,' March 24th
1964.)

He was refused leave to appeal and
had been in the death cell at Pretoria
Central Jail since July 1964.

Mr. Bongco, it may be noted, was
arrested as early as February 1963 and
brutally beat~n We have received a
copy at a statement made by him in
the death cell on July 15th, 1964. I
will not read to you the story of the
brutality inflicted on him by the police,
although they fully knew that he was
a T.B. patient. He had to stay in
hospital for more than three weeks as
a result of the assaults. He was
charged with nothing more than the
trumped -up charge that he was illegally
in East London.

He was detained under the 90-da)
law in July 1963 and charged much
later with sabotage when he insisted on

suing the police for assault charges.
Even after the death sentence, he was

told by the police on April 27th, 1964,
that his life would be spared if he gave
evidence against other Africans. He
refused.

IN MOURNING THE DEATH of Mr. Wash
ington Bongco, the courageous patriot
of South Africa, I would like to say
that in the opinion of decent humanity,
the "dreadful organisation" in South
Africa is not the African National
Congress, led by such outstanding men
as Chief Luthuli, Nelson Mandela,
WaIter Sisulu and Oliver Tambo, which
has patiently sought a peaceful solution
for half a century in the face of utmost
brutality and provocation. The most
dreadful organisation in South Africa
is the racist regime of the White
minority which stands condemned
today of wanton murder of patriots
who struggle for a new South Africa
based on the principles of the United
Nations Charter.

As we mourn the death of Mr.
Washington Bongco let us remember
also the three patriots from Port
Elizabeth executed on November 6th,
I964-Mr. Vuyisile Mini, Mr. Wilson
Khayinga and Mr. Zinakile Mkaba.

Let us remember also the numerous
members of the Pan -Africanist Con
gress who have been executed since the
beginning of 1963. We have recently
received an incomplete list of 47 of the
persons executed and I read their
names:

FROM PAARL
Fezile Felix Jaxa, Lennox Madikane,

Mxolisi Damane, Jonathan Sogwagwa,
Johannes Notyawe, Fanele Matikinca,
Thembekile Titus Nyovu.

FROM BASHEE
Patsolo Xhego, Mtalatala Xhego,

Thembeni Swelindawo, Bawukazi
Mgqikani, Light Mgqikani, Beka
pantzi Vulindlela, Bennett Mpetu,
Sadunge Vulindlela, Weduwedu
Nokuhla, Nqaba Memani, Sihelegu
Vulindlela, Siwani Mlahleki, Manini
Mzanywa, Lusi Mthembekwana,
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Mkwenkwe Gaqa, Poli Mili, Bonase
Vulindlela, Mbaco Xhego, Nto Nkani,
Ntsokolo Mhlabeni, Tuse Mzanywa,
Tswepo Monyukela, Maliza Vulindlela.

FROM KRUGERSDORP
Richard Matsaphae, Josiah Mocumi,

Thomas Molatlhegi, Petros Mtshobe.

FROM QUEENSTOWN
Mtutu Apleni, Nothimba Mbozwana,

Bonakele Ngcongolo.

FROM COFIMVABA
Katsekile Philaphi, Siqwayi Mhlaba,

Ngalo, Mbizo.

J-RUM UMTATA

Galeni, and five others.
The South African press thinks so

little of the lives of Africans that they
do not even announce or report the
executions.

TODAY WE MOURN ALSO THE DEATH of
Mr. Frederick John Harris. 27-year-old
former chairman of the SOllth African
Non-Racial Olympic Committee, which
opposed segregation in sports and
a d v 0 cat e d exclusion of segr~gated

South African teams from the
Olympics.

Mr. Harris, a teacher and a member
of the Liberal Party since 1960, is one
of those few courageous White men in
South Africa who believed passionately
in racial equality, identified himself
with the oppressed people and suffered
persecution. His passport was seized
in 1963. He was served with banning
orders in February 1964 preventing him
from continuing his work with the
Liberal Party and the Non-Racial
Olympic Committee.

Like many others, he became con
vinced that there .was no way left to
influence the situation except by clan
destine activity. When most of his
colleagues in the underground organisa
tion, the African Resistance Movement,
were jailed or fled the country, he tried
to plan a spectacular demonstration.
He placed a bomb in the Johannesburg
station and telephoned the police so
that the area would be cleared. The
police did not act promptly and an
elderly lady lost her life as a result of
the explosion.

Under the prevailing circumstances
in South Africa, the means of struggle
are for the Liberation Movement to
decide in the light of the conditions in
the country.

The responsibility for the conse
quences lies very much on the rulers
of Pretoria who, in defiance of the
world and all sense of decency, created
a situation which left no other alter
native to decent people than to engage
in violence.

IN MOURNING THE EXECUTION of Mr.
Frederick John Harris, let me say that
it will not be forgotten that in the
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struggle of the South African people
this man, a member of the privileged
group. gave his life because of his
passionate belief in racial equality.
This will serve to strengthen the faith
of all those who fight against the danget
of a "race war" and retain their faith
that all human beings can live together
in dignity irrespective of the colour of
their skin.

I have, of course, known of Mr. John
Harris and his activity in the movement
against apartheid in sports for some
time.

Last July, a few days before his
arrest, the attention of the Sub-Com
mittee was drawn to a confidential
message from him on the question of
sports apartheid.

I have recently received a message
sent by him from his death cell in
Pretoria Central Prison in January. He
wrote:

"The support and warm sympathy of
friends has been and is among my basic
reinforcements. I daily appreciate the
accuracy of the observation that when
one really has to endure one relies
ultimately on Reason and Courage. I've
been fortunate in that the first has stood
up-my ideals and beliefs have never
faltered. As for the second, well, I'm not
ashamed-I know I've shown at least a
modicum of the second."
When I think of John Harris, the

first White martyr in the cause of
equality in South Africa, I am reminded
powerfully of a great White American,
a man who gave his life over a century
ago-on December 2nd, 1859, to be
exact-because of his passionate hatred
of slavery: I mean John Brown.

People said then that John Brown
was eccentric, that he was unwise in
attacking the arsenal at Harper's Ferry,
Virginia, and that his act would only
strengthen the slave lords.

History has made a very different
judgment. Whether the particular act
of John Brown was right or wrong,
wise or unwise, his cause was right and
invincible.

Those whose hands are stained with
the blood of John Harris have, unfor
tunately, not learnt the lesson of John
Brown.

On that fateful day of December 2nd,
1859, as he left his cell to mount the
scaffold, John Brown left his last mes
sage: "I, John Brown, am now quite
certain that the crimes of this guilty
land will never be purged away, but
with Blood."

Within two years, the nation was
embroiled in a civil war in which it
paid the price of half a million lives.
The north resounded with the anthem:

John Brown's body lies a-mouldering
in its grave,

But his soul goes marching on.
I wonder if Dr. Verwoerd and his

cohorts and apologists are seeking a
repetition of history. •

THE ANONYMOUS CONTRIBUTOR writes
that this obituary profile was com
piled from private and published
sources, notably the interview with
Ann Harris by Jill Chisholm, pub
lished in the Rand Daily Mail,
Johannesburg, November 7th, 1964.

A THIRD-GENERATION SOUTH AFRICAN,
Frederick John Harris was born in
1937 and spent part of his childhood
on a farm at Eikenhof in the Transvaal.
From earliest days his intellectual
brilliance was recognised in the family
circle. He became a radio "Quiz kid"
and his relatives, several of whom were
teachers, used to say half -seriously of
him that he would one day be Prime
Minister. From an early age his main
dream was of himself as a statesman
in an ideal South Africa.

Many white South African schools
are still places where brawn is more
admired than brain; in Harris's school
days this was even more the case. He
was not a happy schoolboy either at
his primary school, where he was an
English-speaking boy among Afrikaner
children, or at high school where he
could not match success at his work
with sporting prowess. He matricu
lated with distinction in 1954.

The tolerant, catholic atmosphere of
the University of the Witwatersrand
brought John Harris out in a way that
school had failed to do, and he was for
two years a member of the Students'
Representative Council. His life was
not bound up with university affairs,
however, and he kept up the family
tradition of open-air life with hitch
hiking, camping and country excursions
in vacations. He had met Ann Pearson
when she was still at a Johannesburg
convent, and their boy-and-girl affair
lasted through university and teacher
training. Against family opposition,
Ann being a Roman Catholic and John
a free-thinker, they were married in a
Roodepoort registry office in April
1959, both having taken up teaching
posts.

IN THEIR EARLY YEARS of marriage the
Harrises saved hard and in 1960 went
to England, John entering Pembroke
College, Oxford, and Ann teaching at
a secondaJY modern school at Abing
don, near Oxford. When an unexpected
pregnancy forced them to the realisa
tion that their savings would not carry
John through Oxford without Ann's
earnings as a teacher, they decided to
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go back to South Africa.
Ann Harris has said that "we could

have stayed in England but we just felt
that we wanted to be back in South
Africa. One of the things that decided

. us to come back was that John felt
strongly that he should take an active
part in things and help change things".
She had known long before this of his
commitment: "I think he felt," she
suggested, "that when we have a non
racial South Africa we would want to
have some share in building it."

They were returning to a South
Africa in which rapid change had for
the first time in their lives begun to
seem more than a long -term hope. The
post-Sharpeville State of Emergency
and "Africa Year" coincided in 1960.
They had joined the multiracial Liberal
Party before leaving; within a week of
being back in Johannesburg early in
1961 John Harris had become active
and was· soon to be elected to the
Transvaal provincial committee of the
Party. He was a delegate to the
National Congress of the Liberal Party
in Durban the same year and impressed
delegates from other parts of the
country by his clarity and conviction.
In 1962 he became a member of the
Transvaal executive and the National
Committee.

JOHN HARRIS HAD AtWAYS held strong
views on racial equality and social
justice but had been in other ways a
conservative. In his student days he
had .opposed the communist and left
wing socialist movement at the univer
sity. He had not held out much hope
for change in South Africa and had
considered emigrating to New Zealand.

In the exciting atmosphere of post
Sharpeville South Africa, he developed
a new faith in South Africa's nonracial
future, in the cause of universal suffrage
and a South African welfare state.
Ann Harris said in an interview while
John Hams's case was awaiting appeal:
"His prime political interest at this
time was how to get rid of the Nats and
how to have a nonracial South Africa.
He really believed that a nonracial
South Africa was possible~very much

so. And he still does, 1 know." She
said that at this period the Liberal
Party "became one of the most impor
tant things~if not the most important
thing~in our lives".

John Harris resumed the study of
politics at the same time that he took
up active political life. At Witwaters
rand University again, he read part
time for an honours degree in politics,
Oxford having assured him that he
would be accepted for a B.Phil. if he
took such a degree. At the time of his
arre~t he had written the examination
and was busy with his thesis.

THIS WAS A TIME OF FEVERISH ACTIVITY,
in his teaching work (in English and
French at the new Hyde Park High
School, Johannesburg) and in political
and student life. Ann Harris has said
of John: "He has always been very
serious about what he thought were
important things. John is always quite
sure that he is right once he has thought
a thing out and taken a decision on
it ... I don't think he is a perfectionist
but he decides on a few things that are
really important and he is very serious
about these."

He took such a decision when he
Joined the South African Nonracial
Olympic Committee in 1:962. Here was
a clear-cut short-term objective-to
force the South African Olympics
authorities to bring about desegregation
in South African sport or face expul
sion from the Games. This was more
immediate and concrete than the long
term objectives of the Liberal Party,
concerned very much at this time with
drafting blueprint policies for that non
racial South Africa which suddenly
seemed so much more remote than it
had done in 1960-61.

SANROC had been created by Dennis
Srutus, secretary of the South African
Sports Association which had prac
tically alone fought against racialism
in sport. Brutus had organised for
SANROC the support of nonracial (i.e.
90% nonwhite) sporting bodies with a
total membership over 45,000 strong.
Harris shared Brutus's passionate be
lief that white South Africans would
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be forced to oppose the Afrikaner
Nationalists' race policies when it was
found that these were causing the
country's expulsion from one inter
national sporting body after another.
Ann Harris has said, "1 don't think he
ever doubted SANROC wQuld work. In
mimy ways John has always been an
optimist, especially about the future of
South Africa. I think he is still
optimistic about this."

HIS OPTIMISM ABOUT SANROC'S immed
iate objectives was not misplaced, but
its real purpose, to change white
attitudes, he knew would be harder to
achieve. He had quickly become a
vice-chairman and when Dennis Brotus
was banned from all meetings; all
po~itical and social activity and con
fined to central Johannesburg, Harris
took over the leadership.

As chairman, wrote a colleague, "he
was indefatigable, inundating the Inter
national Olympics Committee with
newspaper cuttings, letters and memor
anda, proving racial discrimination by
the South African Olympic Games
Association. He travelled to Rome,
Lausanne and London to campaign for
South Africa's expulsion if she did not
comply with the Olympic principle of
racial equality". The same colleague
wrote of him as "the man principally
responsible for the expulsion of the
apartheid South African Olvmpic
Games Association from the Tokyo
Olympics", a Success which the hard
headed, unsympathetic Johannesburg
Star called "the only really effective
boycott so far established against South
Africa in sport". He appeared on tele
vision in Britain in 1963, and in a
French television film made in South
Africa, but never shown, due to South
African government pressure.

THE BANNED DENNIS BRUTUS had es
caped to Swaziland, but in an attempt
to reach an all -important I.O.C. con
ference in Europe he travelled through
Mozambique, where the Portuguese
authorities arrested him and handed
him over to the South AfriCan political
police. John Hams, his wife recalls,
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John Harris

continued

took a week off from the college where
he was teaching and rushed around
frantcially, trying to establish what had
happened to Dennis and at the same
time to make arrangements for SANROC

to be represented at the vital Baden
Baden meeting. He himself was pre
vented from boarding an aircraft at
Durban ten minutes before departure,
when his passport was removed by
Political Police. This was in Septem
ber 1963. From then on, blows fell
heavily; the shooting of Dennis Brutus
as he tried to escape from custody in
Johannesburg; his own bannning order
the following February; personal at
tacks on him, in public when he lost
his teaching post and an Afrikaner
nationalist newspaper tried to have him
legally prevented from teaching when
he joined the staff of a commercial
college, and in secret, when he w~s

subjected to anonymous telephone
threats and eventually when shots were
fired at his house. One shattered the
lounge window when John and Ann
Harris were sitting a few feet away in
the dining room.

THE BANNING ORDER had perhaps the
most serious effect. It was served on
him on the eve of an important con
ference he had organised to discuss
nonracial sport. He was compelled to
resign from SANROC and the Liberal
Party and to cease any work connected
with them, was banned from all social
and political gatherings and confined to
the magisterial district of Roodepoort,
with special permission to visit Johan
nesburg to attend his job. He had to
report to the Roodepoort police station
every Monday.

With Dennis Brutus a political
prisoner on Robben Island, Liberal
Party colleagues being banned one
after another, all legal activity a thing
of the past for the banned African
congresses, among whose members he
had many friends, overt political action
had come to an end for John Harris.
His Liberal Party and SANROC col
league, Dr. Robin Farquharson, recall
ing John Harris's "acute and questing
mind, his openness, his wide nonra~ial

friendships, and most of all his pas
sionate dedication", described how
"denied the chance to continue anv
form of open activity against racialism,
he turned to underground work for the
resistance movement, with the results
now known".

Ann Harris noticed that "he seemed
to think the position in South Africa
was worsening rapidly. Sometimes he
would feel very depressed about this.
He always spoke of two things when
he felt like this-the terrible malnutri
tion and the thousands of people who
were in gaol for offences like the pass
laws. Not about big things, but about
the everyday lives that Africans were
having to lead".

His wanderlust, which his love of
the varied, sweeping South African
countryside fed on, was curbed by the
ban, as was his sociable nature. He
mixed easily with people. Ann Harris
described him as "the sort of person
who makes friends on trains", and
remembered occasions in particular
when he had made casual friendships
with Afrikaners, with whom, she found,
he got on particularly well. The ban
ended all this too.

IN JUNE 1964 THEIR FIRST CHILD, Dav;d,
was born. When he was a month old,
Frederick John Harris, already a
trained and active member of the small,
multiracial African Resistance Move
ment, found himself almost the sole
survivor in Johannesburg, after mass
arrest had resulted in the capture of his
fellow members. He then conceived an
ambitious plan aimed to justify the
seemingly smashed A.R.M., to give
hope to the oppressed millions, and to
force white South Africa to think again.
On July 24th at Johannesburg Park
Station he tried to carry it out unaided.
His failure caused the death of an old
lady and injury to 23 bystanders. It
also, as he knew it might, led to his
own execution, by which the present
minority Government robbed South
Africa of one of its most brilliant and
promising sons, even if it may have
given South Africa something else
instead. •

AMEJlICAN NEGRO FREEDOM SONGS are in the
news at present and one is reminded of several
!famous South African protest sonas of the
1950's, such as the Alexandra bus strike sona,
A wakhwelwa . . . (They are not ridden in),
which certainly had some success in its limited
field. On both sides of the Atlantic both words
and music for this kind of sona are direct and
uncomplicated. They are readily learnable and
their message-though sometimes only for those
for whom it is intended-is unmistakeable.

It was trumpets. so we are told, which
brought the walls of Jericho tumblina down,
and ever since that time (if not before), music
of one kind or another seems to have been put
to use in war. The earliest known musical
victory in Africa seems to have been when
Hanno the Cathaginian suffered an "ordeal by
music" when his naval expedition landed some
where on the West Horn of Africa about the
year 500 B.e. He wrote:

"By day we saw nothing but woods, but by
night we saw many fires burning, and heard
the sound of flutes and cymbals. and the
beating of drums, and an immense shouting.
Fear therefore seized on us. and the sooth
sayers bade us quit."
Victories won by sound alone may be some

what rare. But even if they often do no more
than instil courage and a sense of common
purpose, battle songs and cries. or instruments
such as trumpets and drums. seem almost
always to have played an essential role in war
fare. During Shaka's reign of terror in southern
Africa his impis beat on their shields instead
of bothering with drums, and each regiment
had its own battle cry and repertoire of regi
mental and war songs. Some of these are still
remembered in rural areas, though they are
seldom sung today.

ONE OLD ZULU REGIMENTAL SONG from the mid
19th century is of particular interest, even if
it was not successful at the time. It com
memorates the stand taken by Shaka's suc
.:essor. Dingane. against the Voortrekker
invaders of Natal. The chorus goes:

Sunduz' amaBhunu ahaml>e!--Drive out the
Boers. make them go!

Hoshoza!-Poke them out (like a snake from
its hole)!

Bathi uyalon' izwe,-Some say he (Dingane)
is ruining the country.

Ingani uyalungis' al>a/o!-But at any rate he
is "fixing" the foreigners!

This song is. of course. an out-or-date model.
In all probability public utterance of these
words in South Africa today would count as
,abotage. if not treason. even if the singers
pleaded a more political interpretation--the
removal of White domination-rather than
Iiteral "pushing of the Boers" right out of the
"ountry.

Practical protest songs for today .:all for new
levels of metaphor. They need to mean a lot
more than they say-- or mean one thing while
,aving another.

Whether or not this happens to _have been
the original ancestor of all modern South
African Resistan<;e songs it was certainly not
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M 84. Key G.

If : - J r m · - I d : ~ r . - ~ - : ID f · m ~ ~· . ·
A. Ya kh"e l"a a "a kh"el"a ,.
They're not ridden in

If : - I r } m · - f d t r : - • - : m f · m i 11 :mal· ·
A "a khye - I"a , a Ya kh"e l"a ~ A - ma

The

I r · r I - r f d : - ,d . I t, : ~
. d J r · d • m . ma I· . . · .

bhasi ka "PUT CO" -a ka khyelya ~ AlIa
•

buses of "PUT-CO" must'nt be ridden in

Ir · r I - . r I d : - l d : - ~ t, : ~ : d I r · d
•· . ·

bhasi ka "PUT - CO" lDa ka khyelya ~

The language is Zulu. PUTCO is the normal
abbreviation for the Public Utility Transport
Corporation (Johannesburg).

Mid-Nineteenth Century Zulu Protest Song

M 96. Key G.

4
.r' r I. r I r,r'. r / d' 1/ r' / /4 : ... . : 1 , 1 • 1 d'I

Wa - sun - du z' a- ma - Bhunu a - ham be , Ho•

/ d' - . la / d' o m / m,r'. - : - . d' / 1 : la, la 0 11\ I
- sho za , Su n du z' a - ma - Bhu - nu a-•

I 1 IB / r' / r' - 0 1 / - (D. C. )

ham be , Ho - sho - za ,
• .

the last. Recent compOSItIons like the Bus
Strike Song or the Bloemfontein Women's
Pass-burning Song had their success in rallying
people to a common cause. Future Protest
Songs might well fulfil an historic mission in
South Africa.

BlOEMFONTEIN PASS-BURNING SONG [tune same
as for Awakhwelwa ...]

Malibongwe. malibongwe!-Let it be praised!
Malibongwe. malibongwe!-Let it be praised!
19ama lamakhosikazi-The name of the ladies
Malibongwe!-Let it be praised!

2 Lia chesoa. lia chesoa!-They are burning!
Lia chesoa. lia chesoa!-They are burning!
Koana Vrystata-Here in the Free State
Lipasa lia chesot!!-Passes are burning!

The first, seemingly non-committal verse, is
in Zulu or Xhosa. The second is in Sotho (L
[before I]=d; o=w; e is between i and ay);
Vrystata is pronounced "fraystahtah" (from the
Afrikaans Vrystaat - Orange Free State
Province).

NHlABELElI
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Kwa-Namakunde is based on the
history of the Bakongo kings. The
history of Mbanzakongo actuaLLy
.extends over about a century and a
half. about which very little detail is
known. Besides being a very free
reconstruction, to the point of
mythologisation. Kwa - Namakunde
is in several ways a dramatic
compromise ...

MOST IMPORTANT ARE THE DICTATES of
short-wave broadcasting. The play is the
result of an experimental series for the
BBC's African service. For the earlier
plays material was drawn from English
and European folk drama and in the
course of four plays the freer content and
style of Kwa-Namakunde was evolved.

Unfortunately the problem of poor
reception, especiaLLy in East Africa, raised
its head after the first version 01 the play
was written. Sound effects had to be cut
out entirely and a form of narrative intro
duced. In the ordinary way narrative in
radio drama is the last resort of incom
petence. The narrative in Kwa-Nama
kunde is an attempt to overcome this.
The role of the narrator is at least equal
to that of any of the characters and sets
the tef?1po of delivery. A part from setting
the scene it must also create atmosphere.
dictate the tempo. at which the dialogue
must be delivered and create the impres
sion of a crowded stage.

The second point of compromise is one
dictated by the nature of drama in the

BBC's African theatre. Plays require to
be acceptable in most of Africa and must
therefore avoid being too regional.
DramaticaLLy this is a great disadvan.tage.
However. available casts are usually
drawn from various parts of the contineni
and it is essential to produce material that
wiLL fit the tongues of aLL.

In Kwa-Namakunde more accent is
placed on plot and technique than on the
creation of character. This may faLL
strangely on the ear attuned to Western
drama. The material dictates this and
apart from other reasons liberation from
the obsession with the individual character
leaves greater freedom of ideas and more
opportunity to convey information.

For this reason dialogue is created not
as individual speeches, but as short
snatches which cumulatively from a line
which. in tempo and other characteristics,
can be manipulated. It is the total scene
and not the individual character which is
being presented to the audience. In a
way, language is used much as musical
sound to create a cumulative impact.

In reading Kwa-Namakunde it should
be remembered that there is a rising line,
both of events and presentation through
out the play until the diminuendo at the
death of Magude at the end.

CH A WAN D A K UT SE, a South
African living in Britain, has had ten
radio plays broadcast in the past five
years. This extract from and introduc
tion to Kwa-Namakunde is the first of
a series on African radio drama.

NARRATOR: The Priest Tomasso went away from
Namakunde, walking with good men whom the
King had sent to take him to a friendly town
away from Namakunde. He walked slowly and
he looked back often and the tears were in his
eyes. For in that talk with Nsofu Kwa-Nama
kunde he had seen what others would soon
see. ...

But things do not stand still. Magude had
not been in too much of a hurry. The gates of
the great city Namakunde closed. the men stood
ready and soon. within a day, the clouds of
dust were coming up towards it, the dust from
~he wheels of the white man's cannons and his
soldiers, the dust from the feet of Yaka war
riors. The dust rose in a great cloud that
turned. the blue sky yellow and in the distance
were the voices of the armies that were coming
on to Namakunde.

By that same evening already the scouts, the
spies were creeping up to the walls of Nama
kunde and the small patrols that Magude sent
out throuRh a little gate were meeting them.
This was like two dogs who meet and sniff and
look, trying to see each others' strength, trying
to sniff and see what each would do.

When the sun rose the next morning, the
tents and camps of the white man and the Yak a
stretched like a sea around the city and the
armies formed together into spear of men
which would attack the walls and try to break
them down.

Again the dust rose as the men came for
ward. rank after rank white soldiers and along
their sides the Yaka, creeping, jumping, eyes
shining with the thought of slaughter.

But they come slowly, for they do not know
what waits for them. Since the death of that
Kabindi there are no more traitors left to tell
them.

They come and suddenly, the trumpets of the
white man cut the air, their feet become like
thunder and they charge against the walls. The
men of Namakunde fight, their guns spit death,
their sabres /lash and the white man must stop
still, fighting and pushing, but stopping in just
one place.

[Pause].
The noise of battle comes into the church

where Joao, Nsofu Kwa-Namakunde, knee!.,'
and prays, or does nol pray hut merely kneels
and thinks.

The priests chant out a service of mouminR
for his son. They chant in reRular voices for
the rest of his son's spirit.

PRIEST (Bass): Dies Irae.
TENOR: Dies IlIa [etc.]
Joao Nsofu Kwa-Namakunde kneels and

thinks, thinks of his son, his son now dead.
His only son, the only son of Namakunde.

Ai' Nsofu, who calls himself Joao, sits and
thinks and while he thinks despair comes. His
son is dead and with his son he has also died
and with him dies his city. He thinks and
despair deepens in his heart.

He look~' up and he listens to the chantinl?
of his priests, he look at the great stone hUild'
ing where their voices float ahout, thin and sad.
their voices of death, the death of his only
son. . , .

Despair curls round his heart and squeeze.'



as one would squeeze a fruit. Despair with its
claw tried then to squeeze the life out of the
heart of the King of Namakunde. ...

But. Joao, Nsofu Kwa-Namakunde, stands
up.

JOAO: Hey, you, Priest! Make me a prayer
for Victory.

There is silence in the great hall of the
church.

JOAO: Priest! And you others, make me a
prayer for victory.

BASS: Your majesty, this is a mass for the
dead.

TENOR: Your majesty, we cannot just change
it.

BASS: Your majesty, victory is of this world.
TENOR: Your majesty, think of your soul and

its passage to the next world.
BASS: Pray, your majesty, pray for your

salvation....
TENOR: Pray, your majesty, pray that your

soul may ...
JOAO: Silence, you ravens, you vultures. Pray

me a prayer for victory, a prayer for the victory
of Namakunde, a prayer for the victory of
Kwa-Namakunde.

BASS: Your majesty ...
TENOR: These are heathenish things.
Joao. Nsofu Kwa-Namakunde, leaps for

ward and pushes them out of the way. Leaps
forward up to the altar, waves his arms and
sets the cross flying, waves his arms and throws
,Jver the great candelabra. He tears the cloths
away and stands there, the fire of rage .shining
out of his eyes.

JOAO: Make me a prayer for victory, make
me a victory, priests. What is this talk of
yours of souls? ]s not my wul the city of
Namakunde? Am] not its father and its soul?
Make me a prayer!

BASS: This is sacrilege ... God strike him
dead!

TEN~R: Destroy him and his house, 0 Lord,
destroy him and his house for he has defiled
) our holiness!

JOAO: Take your god an~ take your church
and take your songs away with you. Look at
me, here] stand. Do you know my name?

BASS: Your name is cursed.
TENOR: Death fall on your name.
JOAO: My name is Nsofu, the son of

Mukango, the son of Sitari. Like my fathers
] rule this city. My name is not king, my
name is not prince, my name is Kwa-Nama
kunde! Look, little priests, here is Nsofu
Kwa-Namakunde!

Kwa-Namakunde!
Now he calls himself Kwa-Namakunde,

Nsofu Kwa-Namakunde.
He leaves the priests to flap their robes like

birds, birds of carrion, great bald vultures,
flapping their wings. He leaves the church
and hurries to the walls. He hurries, he runs
and as he runs he dances, shouts and sings. ...

JOAO: Banda! Zulu! Jere! Your spear,
great fathers! Your son takes your spear, great
fathers ... Come, fathers, let us fight, let us
struggle with these white men and these Yakas!
Come, let us dance and strike and spin the
spear and strike our blows . . . Kwa - Nama
kunde like you before me!

o Fathers! 0 Banda, 0 you who planted
your great spear to mark the place of Nama
kunde! 0 midnight sky of whom we are the
stars and you the great black source!

Nsofu runs to the walls where Magude stands
brave, his feet planted apart with their roots in
the ground-a mighty tree against which the
enemy shatters itself.
. He ~tands victorious, Magude, 'his face shin
/fig wllh sweat, his eyes shooting spears of
courage. ...

Wehe! But outside the walls wait the white
man. He waits there with his cannon, he waits
there with his guns, he waits there with his
swords. ...

And inside? Yo! The men of Namakunde
are small because they fight without their
father, they fight without Nsofu Kwa
Namakunde. ...

Tkaaai!
Look at Nsofu! He springs and stands next

to Magude!
JOAO: Men ~f Namakunde! ] have come!
MAGUDE: Kmg loao!
lOAO: Nsofu Kwa-Namakunde! Your father,

men, who wears the name of our great father
Banda! Who wields the spear of our great
father, Banda!

H.au! Look at the men now. They grow
unt~l they are giants. They cheer. they stamp
theIr feet, they sing the songs of Namakunde
the great praise songs of Namakunde! He!
The sound is like thunder and it rises like
bIrds. ...

And it settles with tne white man, who listens
and says to himself: "Hau, these men of
Nt;Imakunqe, they have found a new thing that
Will make them strong. We must attack them
now before they eat too much of it and grow
so strong ~hat we can no longer fight them!"

The while men come together, slowly, care
fully they look at the walls. ... "There" one
of them p~!nts, "There is a weak spot, 'let us
charge. . , .

They call their men, their voices cut the air
like knives, their feet roar on the ground and
the dust spreads like a thunder-cloud,

They charge!
He! Nsofu! He! Magude!
Look at them . .. elephants, lions!
They stand side by side and wipe away the

while man's soldiers. Wipe them away from
the. walls as if they were locusts. They pour
theIr anger like fire and lightning on the heads
of the white men.

o Kwa-Namakunde!
o greatest general, 0 Magude!

The white man comes like wate.,., like wal'es
uf water. But the walls of Namakunde and the
anger of its father stand like mountains and
the waves of soldiers break and scatter.

Then they draw back, these proud Portu
guese, they draw back to a distance as they sit
and wait like hyenas round the outside of the
firelight when men sit in the warmth and eat.

Oh, the blood flowed like a river and the
corpses lay like stones that day. Oh, it was a
feastday for the cannibals. the Yaka that
sniffed at the heels of the white man.

And so, in the silence the sun tumed red as
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blood in the west and slowly left the sky. The
white man lit his fires and the Yaka crept
lowards the dead men, their knives shirting in
the last small sparks of light.

And in the darkness, the men of Namakunde
guarded the walls, standing like great t"ocks.
their faces to the white man's fires . ...

Come nearer, sit here close around me and
listen to the story of that night, the night of
Lifiqane, the night of the great scattering of the
end of Namakunde.

You young men, you must listen, for there
is a truth in this, a great and heavy truth. So
we must speak about it with respect and put
the propert words right in their proper places.
We must look at these words and choose them
carefully and see that they are good whole
words. For when we've put them all together
what they say will break our hearts. ...

Eye! Nsofu.
Eye, Namakunde.
Eye, Kwa-Namakunde. ...
Long ago, in the beginning, the creator made

men. And inside man he put a heart and
shaped this heart to shape the man. And when
a man comes and makes this heart of his new,
makes it into shapes and colours it was never
made in by the first creator, he cracks his heart
and then he cracks himself.

Ehe! Mai-mai.... So it was with Nsofu,
Nsofu Kwa-Namakunde, King Joao.

Heh! My children, my sons, this is a great
thing.

For that night, that night of victory, Nsofu
became mad and lost his reason. Some people
say it was the witchcraft of the white men,
some say it was the curses of the priests. ...
But listen to me. Nsofu went mad because
his heart had cracked and then he cracked.

But listen io the story:
Magude went round and spoke to sentries,

gave his orders for the night, saw the wounded
comfortably cared for, wept with those who'd
lost a comrade, for, indeed, his soldiers were
like sons to him. Then he went up to the
palace to search out Nsofu, so that they could
make their plans of battle for the victory that
would follow. '

But what was this he found there?
JOAO: Heh! We'll drink their blood and eat

their flesh....
MAGUDE: Kwa -Namakunde ...
JOAO: Ah, Magude, my brave Magude. Such

a feast we'll have tomorrow .
MAGUDE: Kwa - Namakunde .
JOAO: We'll swoop on them like birds of prey

and tear their hearts out from their chests....
.MAGUDE:. The men will fight for you, they

WIll fight like men of old. like the heroes ...
JOAO: Yes ... Hey, Magude, come here ..
MAGUDE: Yes?
JOAO: Magude. somebody's been to see me.
MAGUDE: Who, Kwa-Namakunde?
lOAO: Banda.
MAGUDE: Banda?
JOAO: (laughs) I see that I surprise you.

Don't you believe me. Don't you think that
father Banda will come back to guide me,
Kwa-Namakunde"

MAGUDE: Of course, of course ...
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JOAO: Ai! This Banda's a clever man...•
There I was. just now. before you came, stand
ing in my great hall. and Banda came. out of
a corner, out of the darkness like a shadow.
He held out his hand towards me, showing me
to follow into the shadows so that we could
talk without his being seen....

MAyL!DE: Great Chief, King' Please, will you
sit down•...

JOAO: SO I followed him into the darkness
and he whispered in my ear. Oh. his breath
was cold as dawn and his hands flowed over
my shoulders like rivers of cold water. ...

MAGUDE: Nsofu, I have known you since we
both were children in your father's house....
What is this you say?

JOAO: And, Magude, you know what Banda
told me?

MAUUDE: Ai! No, my king, I do not know
what Banda told you.

JOAO: Heh-hehe ... This Banda's clever.
This Banda told me great things.... Hey,
Magude. listen. Banda tells me he wants the
ambassador. ...

MAGUDf: What?
JOAO: Banda tells me I must sacrifice his

excellency by impalement and by fire....
MAGUDE: But it was Banda, he himself, who

stopped such things amongst us when he made
this city....

JOAO: That was then, Magude.... But that's
not all. ... Magude, listen carefully to what I
say. You must now go out.and bring together

all the guns. all the gunpowder, all the swords
that our soldiers use. You must bring together
our three cannons and all the foreign ammuni
tion and pile them up beside the main gate....

MAGUDE: This is madness....
JOAO: You must tell our men to gather up

their sticks and spears they use for hunting....
MAGUDE: But we cannot fight guns with sticks

and spears....
JOAO: These are orders, orders from father

Banda.
MAGUDE: King, Father! Do you want us to

be sold in exile like our neighbours? Why is
it we have lived so long and fought against
these white men? It was because we have
their weapons, we have guns and swords, we
have our great stone walls....

): .. ',0: Banda has promised me a victory if we
do this....

MESSENGER: (running and panting) Magude
. .. There has been a movement in the white
man's camp. Our spies say they will come
together at the main gate of Namakunde...•

JOAO (lau!?hs) There, you see, Magude.
Banda told me to gather our soldiers round
the main gate....

MAGUDE: It is madness. I will not do what
you say, Father.

JOAO: Then I will do it by myself and you
can stay here, traitor. If it was not for the
love I bear you, Magude, you would join his
excellency the ambassador on that fire....

This was not witchcraft. this was madness.

The SPirits of the old ones do not come like
that. out of corners. out of darkness like mice.
... All the sorrow. all the hardship. had at last
cracked Great Nsofu. Cracked him very easily
because he had not been whole for years.

A i. the story of that night.
Nsofu left Magude and went around from

regiment to regiment. from man to man. giving
out his orders. seeing that the arms were piled
up by the main gate. The men shook their
heads in worry. but obeyed him. Was he not
Kwa-Namakunde?

Slo~dy the pile grew. and in the torchlight.
red like blood. there piled up by the main gate
vf the city guns and cannon. swords and other
arms I do not know about. And slowly. bit by
bit. the gunpowder. !?reat black harrels of fire
and death. pilin!? in amongst the other things.
All tORether. ...

A nd the men stood round. armed for hunt
ing. not for war. They stood around and spoke
in whispers. moving their feet as if they did
not know how to stand. A nd their eyes shone
large and white when ihe flickering flame of a
torch came near them. The fear rose from
them like a stink. a weat stink of decay. For
thev were mne and knew what lay hefore
:11{,;11.

But thev obel'ed. for had not Nsofu Kwa
.Vamakunde ,I'po'ken?

•
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with their own nationalism-the first ofall the Mricao nationalisms.
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Separate Development:

The Receiving End
" What are they hiding
behind their backs? ..

S. L. SIDZUMO

THIS NATIONALIST PHILOSOPHY of ··separateness". alias apartheid.
is clearly one of the strongest corner-stones of Nationalist rule
in South Africa since the National Party came into power in
1948. It is also one of the strongest beliefs of the Nationalists
that White supremacist interests in the land can never be safe
guarded until and unless the various non- White groups in the
country are compartmentalised in their own different camps or
"homelands". Indian. Coloured and African groups must not
live together. Each group has to have its own camp or "home
land" if the interests of the White minority in the land are to be
securely safeguarded.

Because they had maintained their interests in life were not
only inseparable but also interdependent. Africans. Coloureds
and Indians in South Africa had to witness the steamrolling of
a piece of legislation through the parliamentary machinery
which was destined not only to disrupt family life. but also place
misery and humiliation on the doorsteps of many a non- White
in the land-the Group Areas Act of 1952. This Act symbolised
in no uncertain manner the determination of the Nationalists to
uproot African families from their hard -earned homes in the
cities and have them resettled in areas specifically earmarked
for their habitation-some 14 to 25 miles away from a city like
Johannesburg.

The people of Sophiatown were moved to the Government
controlled townships of Meadowlands and Diepkloof where.
unlike in Sophiatown. New Clare. Western Township and
Alexandra. they were to witness ethnic grouping of families at
its optimum. Unless the Tswana-Sotho. Shangaan-Pedi. and
Zulu-Xhosa were herded into their respective camps so as to
make remote the prospect of national solidarity amongst them.
the interests of White supremacy and baasskap would certainly
be threatened.

But is separate development, as SUCh. likely to succeed and
capture the imagination of the man of colour in South Africa?
Or is it likely to militate successfully against the forces of evolu
tion the direction of which seems to be towards an inescapable
interdependent co-existence for the various racial groups in the
country? The answer to both these questions is a big NO.

The South African Nationalist Government is at the moment
feverishly preoccupied with its much-publicised. grandiose
Bantustan programme. This. in practice; is a process of putting
certain arid areas in the country for African habitation under the
cloak of "self-rule" or Black State within a State.

THE TRANSKEI WAS THE FIRST to be given self -government. under
the tutelage of the Republican Government. And what was the
reaction of the people of Transkei at the polls on the eve of the
"parliamentary" elections in the territory less than two years
ago? The ruling Transkei National Independence Party. led by
the Chief Minister. Chief Kaizer Matanzima. made no secret of
its firm stand for the policy of separate development which i~

strongly favoured by the Republic Government. The T.N.LP.
defeated Chief Victor Pote's opposition Democratic Party by a

S. L. SI 0 Z U MO, who lives in the Transvaal. is a frequent
coniributor to the South African English-language press.

very narrow margin indeed when the Transkei Legislative
Assembly met to elect its Chief Minister. largely because of the
massive support it received from most tribal chiefs appointed to
that body.

It was. of course. quite understandable why a large number
of chiefs had supported the Transkei National Independence
Party. As Government servants. they had no alternative but to
gravitate in this direction for fear of losing their positions-as
chiefs-if they cast their votes in favour of the dynamic Demo·
cratic Party. under the able leadership of Chief Victor Pote.
While the T.N.LP. is openly against the presence of Whites in
the territory and anything that smacks of the White man. Chief
Victor Poto's Democratic Party strongly believes in multi
racialism or interdependence. It cannot reconcile itself to the
theory that the Transkei can be economically viable without the
presence of Whites and also without the territory encour:lging
an external flow of capital into the Transkei-a conviction much
scorned by the ruling T.N.LP. On the other hand, Transkei
Whites feel they are now expendable and want their interests
safeguarded as much as possible.

It is perhaps remarkable that a steady but highly noticeable
swing among the tribal chiefs-many of whom are illiterate
who had identified themselves with the T.N.LP. is at the moment
towards favouring interdependence between White and Black
interests in the territory. They have now been disillusioned and
are. as a result. aligning themselves with the Democratic Party.
They have discovered. no doubt. that they were intimidated to
join the T.N.LP., not through their own volition. The Demo
cratic Party. which is intellectually more suited than its T.N.LP.
counterpart. has succeeded in capturing the imagination of the
electorate in the Transkei. From all sides in and outside the
Transkei. it has been hailed as the party most likely to be in
power in the not distant future. largely because of its unwavering
stand for democratic principles.

ONE OF THE MOST NOTICEABLl'! EFFECTS of the Nationalist
Government's policy of separate development is that it has
tended to alienate Blacks against the Whites throughout the
length and breadth of the Republic of South Africa. It has
engendered in the minds of the people of African descent a
profound feeling of hatred for the White man as well as an
implicit sense of disrespect for law and order. It has made the
Black man feel that. because of the pigmentation in his skin.
and his rapid adjustment to Western ways of life. Nationalist
South Africa no longer needs his presence in the so-called
White areas. He must now be sent back to the remote kraals
where he should live and conform to the pattern of ancestral
modes of life, despite the strides he has made in various spheres
of the modern world.

Why at so late an hour must Nationalist South Africa think
of such abstractions as "separate development". "separate free
doms" and "separate associations"? What are the Nationalists
hiding behind their backs about which the Black man should be
kept in ignorance throughout the ages? These are among some
of the vital questions at present agitating the minds of thinking.
Africans in the land.



To the large majority of the urban African population in the
Republic "separate development" is meaningless. It is seen by
many as a concept born of fear of the African by the Afrikaner
Nationalist and which in the end would reduce the African to a
veritable cipher. Perhaps it is worth mentioning the fact that a
great proportion of the urban African population in the country
is almost completely divorced from the influences of tribal
society and affiliations-a fact which is normally ignored by
the Nationalists in South Africa. To them the African of
yesterday remains that of today. He has no grievances or
aspirations of any kind. As a kafJer he must be kept in his
place. This is the veil of fallacy under which many an Afri
kaner Nationalist lives today in South Africa.
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Said an editor of a widely-read non-White newspaper re
cently: "It is unrealistic for the Nationalist Government to think,
that Africans can only develop sufficiently in the reserves. If
their policy of separate development is to commend itself to the
conscience of Bantudom, then the good inherent in separate
development-as is often claimed by many a Government
spokesman-must first be in evidence among the tens of thou
sands of urban Africans who already live 'separately' in the
so-called White areas." This view is shared by many thinking
Africans in the Republic. It is against this background that the
prospect of acceptance of the policy of separate development
by members of the urban African population in South Africa
still remains remote. •
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I LATER HEARD of a peculiar incident. When I
was only two years of age, a prominent white
~oman came to call at the home of my true
rather; who was at the same time my other
father s boss. My half-brothers and I were
plaYing. m the red dust of the farm road when
her shining motor-car drove by. When she
reached us she stopped near me. It seemed as
If she wanted to take me into the car with her
My heart started to beat faster, partly out of
fear and partly out of mis- placed respect for
the white woman. But it was a momentary
fancy. or so it appeared. because she went on
to the farm -house.

According to the servants the woman arrived
short of breath and most perturbed as she
knocked and was admitted. When she ",as
face. to face with her hostess she came em
phat�ca��y to the point. "Really! How can
you bear to let your little one play out there
With the Hottentots. m the blazing sun and so
far from the house?"

The. hostess blushed to the roots of her hair.
The v!<Sltor wondered why her friend behaved
so strangely. Had she perhaps overstepped the
mark 0 Then she followed her hostess's eyes.
and the child In question came toddling out of
one of the rooms. It was not her hostess's
little boy she had seen among the "Hottentots"
but me. her host's son.

Today J understand all these things.

I \~l THE so!' oi a member of parliament. a
member of the government oi the Republic of
'outh :\tnca. I have had a hard and bitter
time becau,e my ml)ther is not a white woman.
1:1 our sunny and iertile Republic it is more
than a curse not to be white. and what has
made my struggle all the more difficult is that
my father and my mother were not married
She is the wife of another man. he the husband
l11 another woman.

I do not believe that he ever loved my
mother-it was nothing more than lust and
insensitivity on his part. And there were other
women. women who were not white, with
children.

To begin with I knew nothing about all this.
When we were still living on my real father's
tarm there was little cause for me to become
aware of all these things. Although I can still
recall cert~in incidents at a later stage. my
childish mind was too innocent to notice any
thing out of the ordinary.

There was. for example. the time when a
certain' woman. not white. remarked to her
triend one fine afternoon that I resembled my
father very closely. I must have been about
eIght years old then. That remark made me
feel really proud. for what boy. especially of
t.hat age, does not feel proud that he is like his
lather: That l, of all my eight brothers and
SIsters. should be most like my father made mv
little heart beat faster with joy. It neve'r
dawned on me that my mother's husband. her
lawful husband. was almost black and that I
was white. I was naturally and happily un
aware which father was being referred to.

I was an innocent child. and. metaphorically
speaking. colour- blind.

Coloured
Son • I

.\1'10 so WE MOVED to Philippi. a rustic. sandy
regIOn of the Cape Flats. covered with scrub.
LuckIly for us children. we were accept~d in
the local school. It was here that trouble about
my colour began. When school came out one
day a couple ofboys attacked my little brother.
They were teasing him because, so they said.
we talked dialect and were different. I flew to
his aid and they ran away.

As they ran. one of them shouted at me:
"You white Boer. You are an apartheid
NatIOnalist. you dirty Boer!"

W~ WF:-;T TO LIVE on a iarm at Elgin. We
chtldren had to walk nearly five miles to a
s~hool at Grabouw. I can remember the
bitterly cold days when the sharp stones and
frost hurt my bare feet. At such times I envied
the white children going to school in their
co~fortable buses. No white child in South
Africa walks more than two miles to school
the government, the government of apartheid.
,ees to that. It even hires taxis when necessary
to transport some white children. It does not
worry about children who are not white.

Life did not run smoothly at Elgin. My
mother, .though only in her early forties, began
to tall m health. It was the middle of the
wmter when we reached the new farm. far
from store and doctor, unlike the previous
farm, where there were two stores nearby and
we needed no doctor for we were well and my
mother was not ailing.

<?ne day two dealers (they were not white)
arnved from Cape Town, buying fowls and pigs
1ram farm labourers. We had a couple of pigs
and some fowls that we had been fattening.
The dealers were delighted with our animals
and wanted to know how we went about getting
them mto such a condition. The animals be
longmg to the other people could not hold a
candle to ours. They learnt that my foster
father had a fund of knowledge about rearing
poultry and pigs.

Wh!le the dealers and my foster father were
busy I.n the runs, my mother sent me to invite
them In for a cup of coffee. At coffee, one of
the dealers asked my father whether he would
not come to the Cape Flats and run a poultry
farm t?r hIm. He added that later he could
keep plg.s t£?o. My parents accepted the offer.

By thiS tIme my elder brother had married
and moved to the Cape. My mother was most
concerned about him and wanted to be near
her firstborn son.

do~ncast. It seemed that she could not qUite
belteve that they had to leave the farm after
such a long time and all that had happened.
She and my foster father were beginning to
age. and to make a fresh start somewhere else
would be very difficult.

THE CUSTOM Of THE F.\RM m question was that
certam famlltes among the labourers had from
lime to time to supply a youngster to work in
the kitchen. The turn came for one at my
elder brothers to go. He flatly refused to work
In the kItchen. What aggravated things was
that another boy was there with whom my
brother (half-brother, rather) could not get
a.lon~. The two were always arguing and
hghtmg.

Because this brother of mine was more
accustomed to work in the vegetable garden
he was about twelve years of age-he joined
the gang of workmen in the garden instead of
going to the kitchen. That made the farmer
very angry. He ordered the lad to the kitchcn
at once.

My black foster father had by then had
enough of many things, one of which was the
blckenng of the two boys. and I think another
was the farmer's secret amorous attentions to
my mother. By then my parentage had ceased
to be a secret among the neighbours.

"Listen. Boss." said my foster father that dav.
"my boy is not going to work in the kitchen.
He and the other boy keep on quarrelling and
wranglmg and I have had enough of it. And
In .~ny case the boy is happier in the garden."

It seems to me that you want to give the
orders around here. Your boy can work in the
kitchen or you can get out." The farmer
walked off and left my foster father dumb
lounded. This from the man who. so to speak,
had upset my mother's home and made my
black father a laughing-stock.

.Much later I found out that it was the boss's
Wife who was behind his harshness. She must
have drummed many things into her husband
since that fnend of hers had mistaken me for
her child. Indeed, I daily grew more like my
lather. even more like him than his own sons
and something had to be done to get rid of me:
to remove me fram the farm, where my
presence was an embarrassment to the white
people.

The day my foster father came into the field
to collect us I was aware that something was
very wrong. After school we usually went into
the fields or gave a hand in the garden. The
sun was still high in the heavens and there was
much to do.

On the way home I gathered from the con
versat�on of my elder brothers that we ",ere
leavmg the farm.

That day my poor mother looked quite

There were. of course. scores of such inci
dents. but the greatest struggle of all began
when our family moved nearer to Cape rown
and I was completing my schooling. But I am
going too fast. First I must relate why the
family had to leave the farm where my parents
had given more than twenty years of faithful
service to my real father and 'his father before
him.

I myself. not yet nine years old. had never
dreamt that we should have to leave the farm.
For me it was the beginning and. so I believed.
the end of everything. It was my home and
represented the whole world to me.

III !lll'SC 1I1110hio.'-!nlplliclIl IIO/I'S /n Ill(:'
tf/egililll£llc SOli of 1I former SOIlIIl A!ric(/II
member of Par/iamelll are ,dimPSI'S of IlIal
half-\l'orld ill/whiled /n- !iglll-skill/led
"cololln.0" people fUllIITcd hI" \I·llile /111'/1.

(1fle/l promillelll Cili;('lIs. .

LANGEDEJOHAN



I was deeply shocked. It was the first time
in my life that anybody had abused me for my
light skin. I did not think it was any crime to
be light. Indeed, until then I had hardly
realised that I differed so much in colour from

Selma

1965

most people who were not white.
When I got home I told my mother what

had happened. She did not say much but her
expression changed to one of inward pain.

A week later two welfare officials visited the

NO ONE WAS QUITE SURE how they were
t9 act. The mimeographed programme
handed around in front of the capitol on
Thursday afternoon scheduled five min
utes for "Old Testament Reading" and
five minutes for "New Testament Read
ing". It also noted that there would be a
presentation of a replica of the Liberty
Bell by the Philadelphia City Council.
But nobody opened a Bible all day and
the Liberty Bell never had its chance.
For within minutes after the clustered
professional folk singers had finished and
almost as soon as the whole crowd of
thirty thousand had welled up to flood
the top of Dexter Avenue, the tone of the
climax of the Selma to Montgomery
March became clear and people all of a
sudden knew why they were there. This
was something new in America.

Through the five days of marching the
Christian militants had mixed with the
political militants, the bleeding hearts
mixed with the adventurers, the profes
sional liberals with the Black Belt peas
ants. Only at the end, below the steps of
the capitol, did they all find out what
they were there for. Only there did they
sense their caoacity for revolution.

MOSTLY UNCONSCIOUS of the implications
of their demand for a revised America,
these good people marched up Dexter
Avenue behind the United States flag and
sang the National Anthem behind Mrs.
King's reedy lead.. Everyone's first per
sonal concern semed t6 be not to offend.
These were good people who had
marched gently and selfconsciously to
correct, to rectify, something in their
country (Ralph Bunche justified their
being there when that afternoon he said:
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school. When they saw me they carried on a
whispered conversation with the principal. I
learnt later that they wanted to know whether
I was a white child. •

[to be continued

"No American can be an outsider any
where in America.") which history had
carried beyond. Yet they shook the earth
with their soft feet. Whatever their inten
tions were before they actually stood there
in Dexter Avenue looking up at the
startlingly white capitol building, the act
of their being there was an emphatic
assurance that America was going to
change itself, that the nasty license of a
"we" and a "they" had expired in
America.

That day in Montgomery the best in the
country served notice that the United
States would soon be truly one country
with one people. The issue that afternoon
was not segregation or miscegenation or
l:quality under the law. It was freedom,
freedom within the explicit constitutional
ideal of the American experience.

or HE OLD HORSES LIKE A. Phillip Randolph
talked for only a few seconds. The
political radicals like lames Bevel and
Fred L. Shuttlesworth shouted good
natured taunts up toward George Wallace,
hidden high behind the venetian blinds.
The leaders from the- field like lames
F-orman and Albert Turner took their
C'pportunity to inform the crowd of prac
tical matters like the many dozens of
activists sitting in Alabama jails without
bail money. And Martin Luther King,
often referred to ppblicly that day in the
Afrioan political mode of "My Leader",
perorated all remaining question out of
the gathering and then told .them to go
home quietly. They did, many of them
even still unconscious of the implications
of the exhilarating change which they had
just helped to begin. D. E. STEWARD •
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PETE WAS PLAYING HOST. He sat precar
iously on the edge of his chair facing
George, his back turned to a door leading
into the kitchen. The walls of his room
hung paintings that reflected his love of
nature: one, a setting sun over a sprmg
forest hedging a broad river; another a
sea-front with fishermen spreading their
nets for a catch. Then there were also
family portraits. Behind George thick
curtains shaded a bed. Sam occupied the
third and last chair, sitting at an angle to
both of them.

"Yes, George," Sam started as he
motioned for a cigarette from George.
"You were just telling me about your old
man."

"Yes, we'll never satisfy them, Sam."
"We can't," Sam agreed. "But we must

teach them to accommodate us."
"But it's a big task, Sam. The belIef is

deep-rooted. And we must respect."
"Well, we have to face up to it," Sam

insisted.
. "Even as to being estranged from our

families?" George argued. Then he added
as an afterthought: "Not that we despise
work. But such pedantry!" And he
frowned at the idea of being expected to
stay home and to ask for the parents'
advice and to take a lead in Church;
expected to be the first to notice horses
in the garden; to water the garden rather
than be "reading, reading endlessly!" The
futility of explaining that book learning
was necessary almost gagged his thoughts,
disinclined him against any work.

"You know I'm in the same position,
George." Sam would refer to his own
affairs as if that would solve your prob
lems. "Myoid man will never look with
pleasure on my present work, merely
because I quit teaching. The old men
believe a young man is a degenerate if he
chooses a career they did not intend him
for.

"Like to see you model yourself on
them and then they can pat themselves on
the back and say to friends, 'see the
Magabane in him!'

"And to satisfy them will be to dis
appoint ourselves. Am I not doing well

eARL MAFOKO, who I i ve sin a
Northern Transvaal "reserve," has
frequently contributed short stories and
social comment to The New African.

as a salesman now? And I like it. I'm
fitted for the work."

PETE SAT EYEING THE TWO alternately with
his face something of a smile and a frown.
He did not like these self -assured argu
ments of Sam, and when the latter threw
in this personal touch the frown in his
uncertain expression deepened.

"I am doing well," Sam repeated, as a
cloud of smoke curled over his head.
Through the smoke haze Pete could see
Sam's eye stabbing at him. That eye and
the last assertion, Pete felt, was not
without reference to him as workless, and
naturally he took up the challenge.

"But teaching is a'right!" His left eye
shot at George in appeal, thus making the
argument move in a circle.

George took it up. Teaching is good,
of course. And we like it."

"It depends in what respect you mean,"
George said .

"What does he imply now, George?"
Pete asked.

"Well, you see, there's only this nagging
feel you have when you are expected to
play the teacher, even out of the class
room. And I don't think it's the impor
tant thing. The acquired way. This
playing the teacher, you know."

"What is playing the teacher?" Pete
demanded.

"Of course you know," Sam thrust in.
·'It doesn't help to evade the issue. You
haven't been such a sq uare as not to know
what a sickly folly it is. To try that sort
of thing. That meaningless acquired life.
Look, I am at home in sales in spite of
its precarious nature. But that's what I
like about it. Keeps me active. Keeps
me planning, planning. Thinking out new
techniques of approach." And his Adam's
apple wriggled in a swallow.

Pete gripped the table edge, refusing to
be thus lashed into accepting this view.
"But, Sam, how can you be so sure of
vourself?"
. "Must. Got to. If we're not sure of
ourselves won't we for ever be duped?
You cannot expect to live by the advice
of others. Fortune tellers are mere
quacks."

"Now you're beginning. Going off at
a tangent. That I visit my fortune teller
friend is not part of this talk, Sam. I

have lived happily on the friendship of
that man and I won't stand any slander
of him. What do you know that's better
than the wisdom of the Whites I always
find around my friend's place? People
do come down to earth, Sam. We mustn't
pretend, chaps. Just because we've a
slight education .. ."

"I expected that from you, of co.u~se."
Sam was smiling. Pete sensed a SInIster
attack. Always unable to defend himself
with a frown against such blandness, he
rose from his chair, waving his hands at
Sam.

"You're wrong, Sam! You're wrong!"
"Just always as I arrive at a point

where I feel I am beginning to drive some
sense into you, you must bring in .this
idea of Whites. You spoke of WhItes,
did you?"

"What? ' Pete blurted.
Sam eyed George, smiling hard, enjoy

ing himself. George's face was just a
bashful heap of blushes and puckers. The
party was drifting into cold seas again.
The thin veil of friendliness was ripping
with this controversy. Smiles were turning
into grins as Sam made no effort to oblige.

"He said Whites, George. Did you
hear that? Even Whites."

George just fidgeted in his chair.

SAM TURNED TO PETE. A pathetic smile
on his face showed he was relishing the
weakness of his opponent's point. "Did
you say it, Pete? Who are these Whites?"

"Look," Pete retorted, "you're teasing
me, Sam."

"I mean, what is so holy and chaste in
them that you should measure my extent
of refinement by standards, by the behav
iour of th~ir group?"

Pete appealed to George: "George, you
associate with wrong people." He looked
at him in a challenging mood and George
just said, "Well ... well .. ."

"Wrong people, George!"
"He can be right," George said. "He

is . . . can be, of course." He was not
being his usual self: always nursing others'
feelings, always leaving room for the
comfort of the other man's heart. The
handsome face of Pete that had won him
many friends was losing its usual ease.
He had been fortunate in early life to the
extent of an uncommon clerical job and
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though he was now hard up and withered
at thirty-five he still hoped by luck to
strike a job like that original one. He
did not like the idea of being regarded as
a failure even though his friends blamed
his failure on the country's racial set -up.
If only he could land a good job he would
show them that he was no failure, that he
could embrace the idea of freedom as a
worker.

"We are trying to look forward, Pete,"
George continued. "We need not be what
those were who have come before us.'

"Models!" shouted Sam. "Soft babes
of parsons."

"Models of worn-out institutions,"
George said.

"And he puts as an excuse his friend's
White customers. To hero-worship and
attribute all good to Western standards!
To even look upon gross habits of these
deceivers as what Africa lacks the talent
to accommodate! How do you like that?"

Pete had to continue the argument and
he disappeared into the kitchen with a
shout: "Nonsense!"

Sam took to mud slinging. "You're
too much of a softy, Pete. And we
happen to entertain such big ideas. In
cidentally, these are meant to uplift you.
Hoping for luck! That's a lax attitude.
EncQurages the belief that we need tutel
age. And, look, you'll secure a job only
if it pleases your kind-hearted bosses to
offer you one. That's how talent is wasted
in this land."

Pete was restless like a laying hen.
That he should be so easily written off as
a failure! At the mention of talent he
emerged from the kitchen fast. "Me, I
tell you I'm damn intelligent. 's how I
got that job with my standard seven."

He bit his lower lip as George struck
in: "Yet you're handicapped in spite of
your abilities. You know you could be
useful. And you're so intelligent, you
know."

"What? You're wrong! Look
You ..."

Sam split in laughter while eyeing
George, who was blushing for Pete's sake.
A knock at the door saved the scene.

IT WAS DUMANI WHO ENTERED and he took
Pete's seat. He was one of those whom
Pete found bearable. Pete stood behind
him. The conversation ran on to passes

and jobs, with Dumani, still fresh from
the street, saying excitedly: "We are not
even free to walk the streets, to look for
work. And yet we must work or we're
criminals."

Pete was pleased to be on the favour
able side of the topic this time and he
was agreeing, "Yes, yes."

"People have appointed themselves to
decide for us how we must live in our
land. As if they can casually size up the
average needs of a nation," Dumani
added.

·'Yes. we really need freedom."
"As if they know the natural bent of

an African."
"Yes, you see .. ."
"We need this freedom to unfurl our

talents, to move where we like in this
land."

"Freedom to work where we choose. to
compete freely."

"To study what and where we prefer."
"To partake in any activity we like.

Any, any." He was stealing looks at
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Sam, who was banal enough not just to
agree.

"Yes. go on, gentlemen," Sam said. "1
suppose that is not all. Freedom, yes.
And what more? What about indepen
dence?"

Pete followed him up. "But you're just
repeating the same thing. I know you
just want to give it your own turn. If
we're free to travel anywhere. any time.
free to work in Pretoria. in Jo'burg, then
don't you think other things will follow
earlier?"

"May be allowed all those anywheres
and anywhats but that does not solve the
problem of the voteless masses. 's long
we're not independent I'll call that not
freedom. Just an imitation of the real
thing. You'll depend on the decision of
the man you did not vote for to obtain
that freedom. You'll be dependent on
the humour of that man to continue in
your freedom. He may withdraw it at
the slightest irritation, and then you must
depend on a fresh flow of generosity in
him to obtain another spurt of your
freedoms. That is the poison of being
dependent. Why do we have to ask to be
free?"

"Well," Pete said, "at least you do I;eed
this freedom. Why not make it the first
step then? Arguments aside, I mean."

Dumani came forward: "A first step,
yes. A first step. But, of course ... of
course independence. I do like the way
he put it. 'Arguments aside, I mean' ,

PETE TURNED PALE. He found the kitchen
too far and wondered why he had not
stayed there all along. Another knock at
the door came just as he was wishing for
it. It broke the tension. And in that
little space before he went to answer the
knock Pete found breath enough to make
a fresh suggestion.

"Now, now,' he said, smiling. "The
party is picking up. We can have drinks
and talk more of this pleasant nonsense.
I mean we're not being hard on one
another, boys. Now for a drink, Sam."

The new arrivals patched on benches
and, besides bringing a musty smell of
sweat and the heat and beer, they
scattered the party and the talk among
them. •
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THE

MURDER

TRIAL

Being the trial for murder of
a young coloured man who
attacked and robbed a white
man. here called Mr. Fourie.

These poems are part of a collection which won
the 1964 South African Poetry Prize. sponsored
by the Department of Education, Arts and
Science. "The Bathers" has been omitted from
Perseus Adams's The Lord at My Door. which
is about to be published.

Perseus Adams
THE BATHERS

Your shrunken head was bent
But not as it would be
Shortly, on the state's axis of hemp.
Bastard dreamer
Whose life had always hung by a thread
How would one
Betrayal of the floor
Put right the stones with blood on them?

I had not known
The law was such an unrealistic thing.
Pompous, marching mountain
Dressed in a sunset's gown
And served by such absolute gravity
To let your little bones swing:
The moon was on you that night
You and M;. Fourie.

For six weeks you have sat or stood
While they hooked or quarrelled your drunken act
On to their Ledger page,
For six weeks you have been in your crow's nest
Their look -out, and their prize.
I wonder if my thoughts had an ally
Watching your warm wickedness
Plotted by such cold and cross-word compasses.

A four-le/ter feeling jerked you into shape
A four-letter caring robbed you of rope.
And deaf ears drummed
Your frail and daggered lightning
Through the ukulele, bandaged dark.
When smouldering men light brandy women
The bed-springs murmur of obituaries
And mourning mothers cry out from the cells of stars.

My head has screwed to see
This tennis-match of our failure
I held my heart in my hand
Covered, like the others and dreamt
Of fathers and sons, murderers and daisies.
And then in a dream much older:
When men were fuses that could fire the world
And while I dreamt, the circle grew tighter.

The last day came, dark day of sentence
And the benches garlanded with status.
The judge walked in, the people stood
The judge sat and the people listened
Hearing a widow consoled with additional blood.
Can a trapdoor swallow want
As the grave lets in light?
Black is my cry, black to the roots of sight.

It had been a day's glorious pitch-and-toss
Beneath the beach-trees of Summerstrand, PE.,
And now we were returning
By the place where all rivers meet: the sea.

And here was all the sunshine
Of a Sunday striped naked to the lip:
An African Sunday, tipping the scales
Towards unbalance; the sea's furore, the Rull's rusty screw.

I held her waist. I drank her smiles. I
Wrote a poem, and lost it again:
The beach sucked us to the marrow-bone
And then. suddenly we were upon them:

Black Africans, in the waves, dancing.
And here was the first thirst in the fire of Spring
The whirling harvest spear
Drawn to a dark heart, gathering rain!

They jumped and plunged and laughed and sanI;

They tore open the long-incumbent
Pillow of the sand; nor did they seem to care
Tides were rough here and life-guards were away.

They bit the breeze and dodged tomorrow.
They courted the virgin in each second
Till black. gold and silver collided. spun
And dawn returned at 5 p.m. over the water.

Moving closer I grew almost afraid to own
That this was a furious forgeifulness. a passionate
Remembering: for their freedom
Was a wild horse whipped by laws. tugginR foam.

And O. as I watched, their abandon
Travelled in my own: together
We dragged all the trammels of the city
To that innocent rage. that embracing sea.

Yet they gave me no welcome and they did not
Call my name: I turned away
Following the locked path of my
Inward education. accompanied but alone.

Turned away and returned to a beach where
"WHITES ONLY" told me I was back with my own.
And here there were life-guards, safer waters
The dark lot of those who seek to divide the SUIl.

Our picnicking day was over;
My love and I were returned to our own
But pity and sorrow had left a stain on me
And the carefree joy of her smiles had gone.

'--~--~-------------------------------------------- ----



Bechuanaland
The Coveted
Liability 2

PATRICK VAN RENSBURG

SOME YEARS AGO. the Malan Government appointed a commis
sion to see if it was possible so to develop the African "reserves"
that they could absorb the country's total African population.
After lengthy investigation the Commission discovered that over
twelve million people could not be contained peacefully in the
14% of the country's land area which the reserves comprise.
Dr. Verwoerd rejected the findings of the commission. reminding
his supporters that Basutoland. Bechuanaland and Swaziland
would ultimately be incorporated. The millions of Sotho.
Tswana and Swazi speaking Africans, born in the cities. would
then have "homelands" to which they could be deported; the
Sotho. Tswana and Swazi "reserves" in South Africa itself and
bordering their respective Protectorates are far too small to be
adequate dCillping grounds.

The ~0licy of total territorial separation has not been altered.
and it remains the goal of the South African Government to
remove all Africans from white areas. On the other hand, the
findings of the Tomlinson Commission are more valid than
before. Where will South Africa put its unwanted Africans?

When Britain evel1tllally declared that incorporation was no
longer a possibility. Dr. yerwoerd appeared to accept the
decision. It was possible that the South :\frican Prime Minister
appreciated that the moment of giving "self-government" to the
T ranskei was hardly the time for pressing the claim to the
Protectorates. After a long silence, Or. Verwoerd made an.
··offer" to the Protectorates in September 1963. "to lead them to
independence within a South African Commonwealth". The
offer was baited with prospects of large-scale economic aid;
there was also a suggestion that the territories should expect no
assistance from the Republic if the offer was refused. If South
Africa could bring the Protectorates within her jurisdiction. then
she might be able to persuade them to accept the Africans she
wants to evict from her "white areas". Dr. Verwoerd might be
quite willing to allow self-government to proceed. provided the
Transkei formula was applied and the pace controlled.

IF THESE ARE South Africa's aims, she can be expected to pursue
them as far as she is allowed to. preferably by political intrigue
and management. as she is doing in Swaziland. If the Protec
torates' integrity is unmistakeably guaranteed against aggression.
and the Republic understands clearly that she could not act with
impunity. then the most they would have to fear is an economic
squeeze. How far South Africa would go to force the territories
to become dumping grounds for unwanted urban Africans is
anybody's guess. It would depend on the prospect of inter
national economic retaliation. in the form, say, of sanctions, and
how real the prospect was. There would ab" be dangers in
increasing the strains of poverty inside the Proteuorates which
could possibly create explosive situations within them, not
without menace for South Africa herself.

PAT R le K V A N R ENS R U R G. al/rhor of Guilty Land. l\'lIS
(/11 acrive Liberal in SO/lfh Africa and orgallised rhehrst CO/l
Slllller hoycott of SOl/th Africall goods ill Bri((lin hefore ,~Oill~

10 Bechl/analand to fOl/lld Sl\'(/lIl!lIg School. of \I'/i.·ch he is 1/i('

headmaster.
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Incorporation is not South Africa's only aim in the Protec
torates. The economic threat would be much greater if the
territories became bases of subversion against South Africa
(whether known to the Protectorate Governments or not). South
Africa would also like to see refugees refused entry to the
Protectorates. Another irritant to South Africa is the I!rowth of
democracy in the Protectorates, because it subverts the-Transkei
formula of a legislature dominated by chiefs.

There is little doubt that under the colonial Governments. the
territories have already made considerable concessions to South
Africa. In each Protectorate there is legislation against plottmg
sabotage or other violent anti-Government activity against the
Government of a neighbouring territory and a large number of
refugees have been deported from or are Prohibited Immigrants
in all three Protectorates.

WHEN INDEPENDENCE COMES, each territory will have to work
out its own relations with South Africa. For example, Mr.
Seretse Khama's Bechuanaland Democratic Party, which is an
enlightened conservative party, without - strong Pan - Africal'1
commitments, detests apartheid. Mr. Khama hImself has good
personal reasons for doing so but he is unlikely to provoke
South African anger. He is deeply conscious of his country's
dependence on South Africa and both fears and resents South
African pressures. Some of his European supporters in Bechu
analand would like to forge closer links with South Africa, and
under Mr. Khama the colonial civil ser',ice which he inherits
may try to exert a pro -South African infl uence, especially when
freed from the surveillance of Whitehall. Mr. Khama may yet
spring a surprise on those who expect him to draw close to
South Africa.

For any of the Protectorates to become politically independent
in their present state of economic dependence on South Africa
is to invite the possibility of South African threats. intrigue and
general brinkmanship. A certain measure of dependence on
South Africa is unavoidable for all the Protectorates, I!reatest in
the case of Basutoland. If Bechuanaland could find alternative
markets for her cattle. her exports and imports would still have
to be transported by Rhodesian Railways either through Rhod
esia and Portuguese East Africa. or through South Africa. It is
possible to establish links by lorries with Zambia but the
difficulties would be immense. The only railway link between
South Africa and Rhodesia passes through Bechuanaland. which
does give her a bargaining counter, but obviously one which
could be removed by the building of another railway line.

Bechuanaland's development plan is a good starting point for
':.e creation of greater economic viability and independence.
The var;ous surveys provided for in the plan. and the expen
diture on infrastructure are indispensable and long overdue. It
is really scandalous that implementation of parts of this plan
has been delayed because of lack of finance. The Bechuana
land Government has been ,,'ailing in e'perts to assess some of
the schemes in the plan. but it is a matter of high priority that a
.:ommission of experts. preferably from the Ministry of Overseas
Oevdopment, should undertake an urgent and oYerall survey of
the plan--without, ho\\ever. delaying its implementation. 1\0
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one can question the wisdom of employing an irrigation agrono
mist for three years "to carry out a programme of observations
and proving trials on a range of crops and on fertiliser and
water requirements" in the vicinity of the Okavango swamps.
But this is a follow-up of a reconnaisance survey which has
already had good results. There are only half a million people
in the country and at the moment much of their staple diet, all
their sugar and flour are being imported from South Africa.
because of drought in established farming areas. For a small
population, vast schemes are not required and it is surely worth
taking a chance with the food crops in the Okavango area. The
development plan also provides for village development schemes
and co-operative development. but in both cases the money
available is hopelessly inadequate.

The total Government expenditure under the plan and in
eluding recurrent budget expenditure, through five years, on all

education, higher, secondary, primary and teacher training, will
be £3,962,534 (designed to produce 100 "0" levels in 1969). At
this stage of Bechuanaland's development, investment in agricul
tural productivity and education seems to be the major require
ment. and in both these fields the plan is quite inadequate.
Some of the expenditure on education might be called wasteful:
the teacher training college in Serowe cost over £100,000 and
then there was no money for recurrent costs in the first year.
The Southern African context emphasises the importance of
investment in the development of human resources in all three
Protectorates. If turbulence can be forecast in South Africa and
if it overspills into the territories. trained and qualified people
will be more important than buildings: and the existence of a
good educational system in the Protectorates. and the availability
of qualified people there, might assist greatly in the re -organisa
tion of education in South Africa itself as well as in the re
establishment of stability.
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BRITAIN HAS PERHAPS ONE or two years left before Bechuanaland
becomes independent. There is a great deal that should be done
in those two years. It is doubtful whether any civil servant, no
matter how able and how effective, can get the machinery of
the present colonial Government moving at the pac~ that is
required: and to withstand the pressures of South AfrIca needs
someone who has not only the confidence of the British Govern
ment but also considerable influence on it. And the same
amount of influence is required to make the colonial office
appreciate the territory's requirements and to provide the neces
sary funds. Bechuanaland requires a Governor rather than a
Queen's Commissioner and a senior member of the Labour
Party who has the confidence of Bechuanaland's newly elected
Government could surely be found.

The defence of Bechuanaland is a matter needing urgent
attention. Obviously, it cannot be left in the hands of 740
policemen. Zanzibar has shown what happens to all the care·
fully nurtured democratic institutions and algebraic constitu
tions when internal security is neglected. This is too sensitive
an area to leave to chance. If V.N. or international troops
cannot be found. then it is vital that Britain should not only
guarantee Bechuanaland's integrity. but have the men there to
prevent a coup d'etat that could quite feasibly originate in white
South Africa.

Bechuanaland requires from Britain not only official
Government aid, and from this source not only financial aid. but
materials and experts too, but it needs aid and interest from the
CO-C'r'erative Movement and from voluntary organisations. The
fact that the Protectorate has been a British responsibility seems
to have excluded the possibility of official aid from other
countries. If Britain cannot provide the funds, materials and
experts for Bechuanaland's development, then it is urgent and
vital that other countries should be asked to participate. Priority
must be given to Bechuanaland (and Basutoland and Swaziland)
not only because they were so badly neglected for so long. but
also because they are highly vulnerable territories in a very
sensitive area of the world. •

[concluded



Africa and
Marxism 3

MARTIN LEGASSICK

THE IDEOLOGY OF NKRUMAHISM, formulated most specifically in
Consciencism, is the beginning of an attempt at a non-aligned
African Marxism. (l do not intend to show here how the
statements of Nkrumah that Folson quotes are not necessarily
incompatible with Marxism.) On regaining independence in
1957, Ghana had a clear class structure, the contradictions in
which had to some extent but never entirely been submerged in
the conflict against colonialism (the class-struggle on an inter
national level, perhaps, as Sekou Toure has said).

Besides the colonially-created class (comprising "instruments
of the colonial administration ... merchants and traders, law
yers, doctors, politicians and tfade unionists" as well as "certain
feudal-minded elements who became imbued with European
ideals" to quote Nkrumah) there were communal societies,
traditionally separate states. These had, through the processes
of colonial partition, been translated, in the single state of
Ghana, into different roles in the productive process. Thus the
Ashanti state became the cocoa-growing area, in which all
Ashanti benefited through the traditional societal structure; the
northern areas, in so far as they did not continue subsistence
agriculture, became sources of migrant labour; and in the
Akwapim area a class of "small captitalist" cocoa farmers arose.
In the '50's the earlier contradictions between traditional rulers
and the colonially-oriented elite gave way to an alliance between
these against a petit-bourgeoisie allied with the urban property
less and unemployed and those in the villages who could be won
away from traditional patterns. The conflict between these two
alliances is expressc:d in the c.P.P.'s attack on tribalism and on
the bourgeois. Consciencism certainly supposes class conflict
under certain conditions:

"African society has one segment which comprises our traditional
way of life; it has a second segment which is filled by the presence of
the Islamic tradition in Africa; it has a final segment which represents
the infiltration of the Christian tradition and the culture of Western
Europe into Africa, using colonialism and neo-colonialism as its
primary vehicles. These segments are llnimated by competing
ideologies ..." (p. 68)

The Ghanaian Times, laying stress on certain aspects of this
(and thus illustrating the debate within the C.P.P.) elaborates:

... all sorts of pressures have come to bear on African society in the
last three hundred years. Each of these periods was characterised by
the predominant role of the mode of production and was based upon
a class structure.... At independence these classes do not disappear.
In fact they tend to harden and fill the vacuums created by the
departure of the colonial administration. (June 9th, 1964)

IN CONTRAST, GUINEA AND TANGANYIKA, faced with entirely
different structures of traditional society, and neither having a
substantial "middle class" as had grown up in Ghana (for
reasons I cannot go into) can speak with more justification of

MARTIN LEGASSICK is lecturing in Physics at the University of
Ghana, Accra. This article is the last of three rnstalments.
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"classless societies" and a direct transition from traditional
communalism to modern socialism. There is nothing in the
principles of Marxism, I believe, to say that this is not possible:
by conscious action it is possible both to prevent the growth of
indigenous capitalism, and to overthrow the domination of a
neo-colonialist class, fulfilling a role in the productive system
of international capitalism. In one of many illuminating pas
sages in Consciencism (which may be regarded as one of the
substantial contributions to socialism in Africa-certainly in
English-speaking Africa~but hopefully will nowhere be re
garded as "canon law") Nkrumah shows the essentially new
factor in modern socialism, which must be introduced:

(modern) socialism stands to socialism as capitalism stands to slavery.
In socialism, the principles underlying communalism are gi,:,en e~pres
sion in modern conditions. Thus, whereas communalism m an
untechnical society can be laissez-faire in a techni~al society wh~re
sophisticated means of. production a~e at hand,. If the underlymg
principles of communalism ar~ not. given c.entrahsed and correlat.ed
expression, class cleavage Will anse, whIch are connected With
economic disparities ... (p. 73)

Marx had little to say about one problem crucial to Africa,
that of industrialisation, except as it had occurred under capital
ism. The Soviet Union and China were faced with a problem
to be resolved in practice, and we cannot say that the methods
used were any less harsh than those of the capitalists. Baran is
indeed correct to warn of a "backward and underdeveloped
socialism". But African countries are fortunate today in having
both the positive and negative aspects of former socialist exper
iences from which to benefit, as well as a further fifty years in
the tradition of Marxist thought and writing. Baran, Dobb,
Oscar Lange, Sweezy and many others have applied the prin
ciples of Marxism to these problems. Perhaps African Marxist
thought will find a better and more humane way: but perhaps
primitive accumulation and the rapid increase of productivity
are inevitably painful processes, involving a degree of coercion.

THIS IS JUST TO SCRATCH the surface of some problem in the
application of Marxist thought to Africa. For those who reject
Marxism one can only invite them to apply its tools to analysis
of historical situations both descriptively and prescriptively.
"Faith" in Marxism can only grow by empirical verification:
this has been my personal experience. To those who are better
Marxists than I, or have been Marxists longer, I apologise for
the naivete of my still-growing comprehension of its body of
thought. To South Africans in particular one can only call for
Marxism applied to 'the complexities of the South African
historical situation without the mistakes that have characterised
its dogmatic application in the past. Which are the forces likely
to produce change? What is the nature of the ruling class, and
what contradictions are there in it?

Marxist analysis is not simplistic or facile: it requires compre
hension of the historical, economic and sociological facts, the
ability to extract the essential processes 'and contradictions, and
to shape them into a thematic and analytic form which can give
a guide to action. Marxism leaves much room for disagreement:
it is a tradition of thought and not a dogmatic creed. •

(concluded)
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The River Between by lames Ngugi (Heine
mann, 18s.)
And A Threefold Cord by Alex la Guma
(Seven Seas Books, 3s. 6d.)
Emergency by Richard Rive (Faber and Faber.
:! Is.)
Quartet (New Voices from South Africa) edited
by Richard Rive (Heinemann Educational
Books, 6s. 6d.l .

IF COLLECTIVISM AND THE CENTRALISATION of
authority in the hands of the chief and elders
still seems to be the driving ideology behind
even the most modern of the African states, the
African novel seems determined to challenge
the central assumption that such a social order
is a basis for a good life or individual self
fulfilment.

Frequently the hero of the modern African
novel comes to grief bec:luse of a certain dis
harmony between his private vision and the
ossified formg of moral behaviour prescribed
by tradition. This is no less true of South
African fiction than it is of fiction elsewhere in
Africa. And since prescribed moral behaviour
was sanctioned mainly by African religious
systems, the present rebellion of the new
African hero against tribal morality signifies a
truly African secularism. It is a secularism
which could have been only delayed so long as
the African communities remained closed
societies; for in the African society revolt
against the moral wisdom of the tribe was
always seen to be an aberration and an evil,
with excision rather than accommodation of the
defective limb, as the only solution.

As I see it, this rebellion of the African hero
also constitutes the African novel's final sub
version against the traditional forms of African
art who:e mode was celebrative and whose
main function was restorative through the
harmonising of individual being with that of
the traditional community.

WAIYAKI, THE HERO of lames Ngugi's novel, is
representative of an entire breed which is sub
versive to the extent that it is constantly trying
to enlarge the area of personal choice against
the demands of tribal affiliation. Yet this con
flict between the individual and the tribe or
between tribe and tribe during which individual
feelings are hopelessly submerged, is not only
the central theme of lames Ngugi's novel, it

runs through much of the South African fiction.
Nadine Gordimer's A World of Strangers and
Occasion for Loving can be related to lames
Ngugi's The River Between by the singular
effort of their heroes not to let their private
feelings be submerged by the unreasonable
demands of the tribe. The only difference is
that in South Africa the tribal chief is white
and the warring elements are separated by
colour.

In communities where morality is largely
prescribed, the area of personal choice is
perilously narrow; consequently, impulsive be
haviour threatens the very existence of the
social order. Society has to move very swiftly
against any of its members who find personal
fulfilment outside accepted social patterns of
behaviour. Nadine Gordimer's characters are
always given the opportunity to bale out before
tragedy strikes since the white rebels are usually
aliens who seems to arrive in the country from
Europe with their return air tickets securely
pinned inside their briefcases. In lames
Ngugi's novel Waiyaki is reduced to shame and
disgrace as the result of his nonconformity, and
his only escape would be to emigrate to Nairobi
and be swallowed up by big city life. Thus
urbanisation takes on a new significance for
African literature.

IN N::iUQI'S NOVEL the hero and heroine are
caught between warring factions of traditional
and Christianised Kikuyus, and though the hero
makes an admirable attempt to reconcile the
two cultures, both within himself and in the
dismally divided community, he fails because
as an educated African he has begun to set
great store by his own personal aspirations;
also he shows the same ambiguities and
equivocations of modern heroes everywhere
who have submitted to the cult of self-doubt
and scepticism.

This seems to me a very worthy successor to
Ngugi's first' novel, Weep Not, Child, which
dealt with the Mau Mau conflict. Ngugi's main
achievement is a series of evocative passages
which are distinguished by their lack of con
trivance or any striving after effect for its own
sake. There is no reason to doubt that Ngugi
owes a special debt to the Nigerian, Chinua
Achebe, whose Things Fall Apart seems to have
greatly influenced him. The main failure of
Ngugi's writing so far has been his inability to

allow for easy transition from one scene to
another in a way that would suggest a clear
progress of the novel. The action tends to
jump and most of the scenes are not allowed
to develop sufficiently to give the novel its
accumulative power.

NGUGr'S ADVANTAGE OVER the South African
writers represented here stems from the fact
that he has situated his characters in a com
munity where choice can be seen to be real so
that personal failure or success can be assessed
in universal, human terms. Such an assess
ment to be possible requires certain minimum
conditions of freedom.

As the stories in Quartet seem to suggest, in
South Africa there is often very little distinc,
tion between choice and necessity. PaUl
Anderson of Alf Wannenburgh's story, Debut,
admittedly clumsy and ineffectual, did not
choose to be a member of a privileged white
minority. In order to convince us that Ander
son's faults are personal ones Mr. Wannen
burgh should have redeemed for his character
a certain amount of individuality and unique
ness beyond the mere attributes of the tribe.
Because he has failed to do this his satire falls
flat; Anderson is merely a scapegoat for the
rest of white South Africa.

In the same way in most of these stories the
blacks enjoy an unearned virtue simply because
they happen to be the oppressed. Their nobility
is in their suffering and just as gratuitous. It is
a nobility that is given rather than achieved
and it is this failure to suggest a variety of
human possibilities for their characters which
deprives much of the work of these writers of
certain universal qualities so readily felt in the
fiction of AJex la Guma.

ONE EXPERIENCES A GREATER IRRITATION and
impatience with Mr. Rive's novel, Emergency,
whose leading characters have turned suffering
into an excuse for self-righteousness. Andrew
Dreyer, especially, has no individuality to speak
of but merely performs as the alter-ego of the
writer, full of gl ib talk and wise-cracks which
do nothing to ill uminate the full extent of his
humanity. In the same way the intellectual
bric-a-brac to which the writer is constantly
calling our attention, the titles of books in the
shelves or classical records on the record player,



are supposed to suggest a certain knowledge
ability. In fact they merely confirm our suspi
cion that this cataloguing is a strategy which is
meant to do the work of characterisation. To
fight ag;,inst apartheid or not to fight is the
only choice the characters are allowed to make
but since this choice is imposed from above
(they either have to fight and suffer persecution
or be passive and still suffer persecution) the
range of their choice is narrowed down to that
presented by a rigid apartheid regime. Predict-

ably it is Andrew Dreyer. as sensitive as hell,
who makes a nobler choice than the others.

IT IS INSTRUCTIVE TO TURN to Alex la Guma to
see how he copes with this problem of Iimted
choices imposed by an authoritarian society.
Though Threefold Cord is less successful than
La Guma's previous novel, it still offers certain
clues to his success. Within the limited choices
available to his characters what La Guma does
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suggest is the unlimited range in which they
can show their humanity. Most of La Guma's
characters have the weight and value of real
living people; they wage their fight for survival
against a brutal regime, and what is left after
they have spilled their blood is their undeniable
humanity. Where Rive's characters are unable
to make love convincingly simply because they
are cardboard boxes and not human beings, La
Guma's characters carry the very stench and
sweat of living people. •

Lessons of Disaster

SIR,-The editorial entitled "The Lessons of
Disaster" in your March issue seemed to me
designed to encourage the use of violence in
South Africa.

The moral you drew from the recent abor
tive attempts was not that sabotage was a wrong
tactic but that the wrong sabotage tactics were
used. And in case the point was missed you
added that these "sabotage tactics ... must be
changed for others"-violence, that is. directed
against persons rather than property.

Editorial speculation on probable future
developments is perfectly valid, but you should
be careful to distinguish between speculation
and advocacy.

You claim that "The idea that this is the end
of revolution should be reserved for the estab
lishment" with the implication that those not
for the revolution are in fact helping to "prop
up the establishment by their subservience"
and, again lest the point be missed, you spell
out your lessons for aspirant saboteurs.

The Liberal Party of South Africa, of which
I am a member, absolutely rejects the use of
violence and would deny that it is either a
practical solution to the problem or a way of
intrOducing the non-r<teial society we would
like to see.

As a regular contributor to your columns I
should like to disassociate myself from your
attitude towards what I regard as an un-

o mitigated disaster. JOHN CLARE
Whitley Bay, Northumberland

"Perhaps," we wrote, "the lesson in chief
that has been learned is that the sabotage
tactics that lost the battle that began with
the launching of Umkonto weSil,we in /96/
must be changed -tor others that will more
quickly bring about the end of terror, blood
shed and white baasskap in South Africa."

Surely 'perhaps' implies speculation and
'others' not only military but political tactics
as well. -mE EOITOIlS

Undoing

the damage

T. N. W. Bush

Fraser of Trinity and Achimota by W. E. F.
Ward (Ghana Universities Press)
Colabar by Donald M. McFarlan (Nelson)

IF TIlT' \NGlICAN CHURCH of the early 201h
century had kn('lwn the things "that belong to
its peace" it would have honoured and en
couraged Alek Fraser as one of its greatest
modern priest-missionaries. By doing so it
~'Hlld have gai.ned the trust and respect of
lOdependent Africa and ASia and wiped out the
damage done by centuries of association with
the forces of colonialist suppression and pater
nalism. But this was not to be. The facts
narratcd in this book tell the story of rejection
by Chu~ch and State of an exceptional prophet.
and their luke-warm co-operation with a pro
gressive educationist and ecumenisl who was at
least as far in advance of his times and con
temporaries as Colenso of Natal.

Sent to Coventry by ordinary white coll'ninl
isls for condemning British colour prejudicc
and for championing Indian nationalism. his
forthrightness made him an embarrassment and
a challenge to many of his superiors as well as
to his best friends and most loyal subordinates.
It was nol comfortable working with Frnser.
any more than it could have been to be a dis
ciple of Jesus.. But his greatness in his own
field secured him an assured place in the world
of education which nobody could take from
him.

This is a valuable contribution to the litera
ture of the Afro-Asian Freedom Struggle and
a scholarly biography of one of its most sincere
supporters. The story is told. with scientific
accuracy and ample documentation and illustra
tion. of the builder of something far greater, in
fact. than the colleges in Ghana and Ceylon to
which he gave new life and character. His was
the establ ishment of "education which must
draw out nationai feeling and be based on
national needs. an education which must cease

to serve colonialism". And behind the work
stood conviction which compelled him to attack
all forms of oppression. whether shown in the
Britist. massacre of Indians at Amritsar.
European responsibility for the slave-like
working conditions in Japanese industry, or the
cruel labour laws of British Kenya-to mention
only a few cases.

Alek Fraser deprecated but was not dis
couraged by the pettiness of his Church and its
preoccupation with minor issues and squabbles.
He won through in spite of this and established
the educational foundations upon which was
later built much of the human leadership of
free Africa and parts of Asia. His was the
educational revolution which made the political
revolution of Nkrumah and others possible and
inevitable. For those who wish to understand
the new Africa and Asia, this book is essential
reading.

"CALABAR" IS QUITE DIFFERENT in every way.
It might be called an old fashioned missionary
adventure story with all the thrills and excite
ments. But it is much more than this. It is a
useful prelude to the larger Fraser volume,
since. it paints a vivid and sometimes horrifying
picture of the tribal anarchy which was the
inevitable aftermath of the white slave trade in
West Africa. It tells of the efforts of early
missionaries to grapple with this massive
psychological and sociological situation which
was chnracteristic of most parts of Wesl Africa.
It explains in part the difficulties with which
Frascr had to contend. It does more than this
and admits the fact that missionary altruism
was in large part offset and cancelled in Africa
by the greed and cruelty of traders and ad
ministrators who followed them with gin, rum
and guns.

Whik paying tribute to the heroism and self
sacrifice of those who built churches. hospitals,
schools and the most famous leper colony in
A frica. it lays due blame at the door of
officially promoted imperialism for most of the
ills which confront newly-independent areas of
the continent. If Africa forgives the whitc man,
it will he thanks to characters described in
Cal.1bai' s-.,,,h as Waddell. Slessor and Cruick
shank. Ii Ih(' damage is finally undone, it will
b" dne ill Ill' small measure to the farsighted
ness and courage of pioneers such as Alek
Fru~~ •

To the Editors



They Built for the Future. by Margaret Mac
pherson (Cambridge University Press. 25s.)

UNIVERSITIES HAVE BEEN GROWING up in African
countries to the .north of the Republic for the
past fifteen years. They have, with the excep
tion of the university at Salisbury, been planned
primarily to meet the needs of Africans within
their territories, none. however making dis
crimin<\tion on the grounds of colour nor
refusing hospitality to a large number of
students from other lands. There are now at
least fourteen of these universities or university
colleges in English-speaking Africa alone. An
observer isolated in South Africa can guess the
part they are playing in the political awakening
of the African continent when he learns that at
Makerere University College, whose history is
told in this book, there.are tlver one thousand
students.

Something of the.. weight given to university
education in the national development can be
understood from the ~act that the only or
ganisation in Uganda whose business exceeds
that of Makerere is the Uganda Electricity
Board, which operates the whole of the Owen
FaIls power network and supplies electricity to
Kenya as well as to the tiniest Asian stores in
remote corners of Uganda.

IT IS NOT, OF COURSE, in these material terms
alone that one will think of higher education
in Africa. But it shows that to Britain and
America, as well as to the independent African
countries who have accepted the gift, a univer
sity is likely to be one of the three of four
main tributaries running into a national myth
-the head of state himself, the legislature, the
religious bodies, whether dying or emerging,
being three others. Dc. Nkrumah has thus
given his name to the university at Kumasi, but
only provided that it became a university of
science and technology; and Dr. Azikiwe is
building a new university almost in his own
front garden at Nsukka in Eastern Nigeria,
where programmes are offered in physical
education and journalism. New universities
appearing in Basutoland, Malawi and Zambia
are tailored to meet political and economic
limitations. Like Nsukka they are taking in
students at "0" level. a little below that of the

South African matriculation certificate, and two
years prior to the "A" level requirement of
Legon, Ibadan, Salisbury and Makerere. Their
work will be gathered round the need to pro
duce administrators, agricultural and veterinary
officers, or lawyers, or doctors, or engineers.
The need for teachers is pressed so hard that
several universities are having to do much as
the University of Basutoland, Bechuanaland
and Swaziland, where some students will be
able to water down the academic content to
allow for courses in education and periods of
practice teaching to be carried on without
lengthening their period of study.

It is here that the experience of Makerere
should be shown as important. In the last five
years its peaceful undergraduate teaching has
been convulsed by several efforts to meet the
criticism of politicians that it was living within
an ivory tower. There have been short courses
for administrators who have required no higher
educational Qualifications for entrv than that
they occupied important posts; and for several
years A.I.D. money has sent teams of young
American garduates to take a course at the
Institute of Education prior to two years'
teaching in East Africa.

BUT WHILE THESE THINGS are duly catalogued
by Mrs. Macpherson she regards them as no
more than items in a continuum. She is much
more concerned to record the jolly voices of
the builders chanting all the time the college's
motto, Pro future aedificamus. Which implies
the past. With the faint voices of generations
of jolly builders puffing the dust softly from
one pile of annual reports to another in the
dark of a basement.

Makerere belongs to the early generation of
African universities born soon after the Second
World War into societies so shy that they had
nothing to say about the kind of university
they would like to have. Thus the University
of Ghana at Legon, the University College of
Ibadan in Nigeria, and Makerere University
College, under the gentle but conservative
paternalism of the University of London, have
hardened into types: their students, fully pro
vided for in feudal halls looking out on to
quadrangles or stately parklands, supplied with
cricket and football fields, tennis courts and

Donald Swart

swimming baths. reading in the shade and
ventilation of some of the finest library build
bridge or London or Manchester or Harvard.
And they have succeeded when they got there,
because the standards were really the same.

FROM THE LATE FIFTIES. however. criticism has
been growing. Political leaders in independent
countries, whose economies trembled at the
prospect of maintaining these institutions, have
questioned their objectives. Between the col
leges of the University of East Africa there is.
as Mrs. Macpherson rightly says, a lot of co
operation. But the fact that the colleges in
Nairobi and Dar es Salaam have come into
existence ten years later has led them to be
intensely critical of what they thi&k to be the
other-worldliness of Makerere. Many British
and American observers concur: they think that
there is something complacent about the posture
of Makerere sheltering under the assurance of
high academic standards designed to prove no
more than what is now quite well known, that
the African is capable of true scholarship.

The Makerere myth. furthennore, is fed by
two very similar aristocratic traditions which
were given strong encouragement throughout
the conservative fifties-that of the elect British
public school feeding the elect British univer
sity, and that of the Kiganda feudal aristocracy,
under the Kabaka and his Saza chiefs. Mrs.
Mecpherson is quite conscious of the lush
quality of this living, gained from these re
markably similar sources; and she manages to
convey a sense of immense overseas riches
rained upon the hill and fructifying into the
sheer physical bounty of courts. towers, topless
pillars, clocks, common rooms, telephones.
clumps of flowering trees and vistas along
lawns. which to other eyes obscures rather than
reveals the links between higher and lower
education in Uganda. This is Xanadu; while
out on the plains teachers who are ill-qualified
and overworked struggle to give an "A" level
education in high schools with no libraries. nor
books to put in them, and no contact with the
world of reading or of art or of science.

THESE ARE THE CRITICISMS which are often made
of Makerere. And Mrs. Macpherson has not
only done nothing to forestall or meet them:
she leaves them out of the record. One feels
that she should have· collected some of the
evidence which points towards the impossibility
of building up an institution of so unfamiliar
a kind in Africa without nourishing a slightly
fanciful myth. Some people have come only
slowly to believe in the value of a university
in their new country: others are still quite
mystified as to why it should be there at all.
Here is a fertile field for sales tal1<: and decep
tion. This book would have been more useful
if it had chronicled more of the disappoint
ments and heartsearchings and severity of
thought that have gone to the making of
Makerere. •
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